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RELEASE NO: 83-119 IMMEDIATE 

NIGHT LAUNCH AND LANDING SET FOR STS-8 

A spectacular pre-dawn liftoff from NASA's Kennedy Space 
Center, Fla., will herald the start of the eighth Space Shuttle 
mission. Orbiter Challenger will r.onclude its five-day mission 
with the first ever landing 1n darkness at Edwards Air Force 
Base, Calif. The mission is scheduled to last five days, one hour 
and 29 minutes • 

STS-8 will be commanded by Richard H. Truly, who was the 
pilot on the second Shuttle mission conducted in November 1981. 
JOining Truly will be pilot Daniel C. Brandenstein and three 
mission specialists: Dale A. Gardner, Dr. Guion S. Bluford Jr., 
who will become America's first black astronaut in space, and 
Dr. William E. Thornton. 

Launch of 5TS-8 is scheduled for Aug. 30 at 2:15 a.m. EDT 
from Complex 39's Pad A. The launch opportunity on that day 
extends 34 minutes from 2:15 a.m. EDT until 2:49 a.m. EDT. Chal
lenger will be launched into a circular 277.6-kilometer (172.5-
statute mile) orbit with an inclination to the equator of 28.45 
degrees. 

Mission specialists Bluford and Gardner will d~ploy the 
Indian National Satellite, INSAT-1B, from Challenger's cargo bay 
on the second day of the mission. A Payload Assist Module (PAM) 
will boost the satellite to a geosynchronous transfer orbit. 

August 8, 1983 
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Flight days three and four will involve operations with the 
Payload Flight Test Article (PFTA) using the Canadian-built Re-
mote Manipulator System (RMS). The 3,855.6-kilogram (8,500-pound) 
test article (3,383.8-kg- -- 7,460 lb. test weight in flight) will 
be used to evaluate the robot arm while handling its largest pay
load to date, and simulate procedures to be used on a future 
Shuttle mission. The test article will not be released from the 
arm during the flight. 

Testing of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 
(TDRSS) also will be conducted during the mission. If necessary 
the mission could be extended a day to allow for more ~xtensive 
checkout of the TDRSS. 

Experiments mounted on a U-shaped pallet fixed in the cargo 
bay will record the effects on various Shuttle matedals of oxy
gen atoms which bombard the vehicle in orbit, and the first liv
ing cells will be separated on the fourth flight of the Contin
uous Flow Electrophoresis System (CFES). 

Of the 12 Getaway Special (GAS) canisters that will fly 
insIde Challenger's cargo bay, eight GAS cans will contain 
specially-stamped postal covers. Experiments contained in the 
other four canisters will study making snow in space, gather 
contamination data, record exposure levels from Challenger's 
cargo bay on ultraviolet sensitive film, and determine if high 
energy particles encountered in spice can cause errors in memory
type integrated Circuits. 

A Shuttle Stud~nt Involvement Project to evaluate whether or 
not biofeedback training learned on earth can be successfully 
implemented in the zero gravity of space will also be conducted 
on this mission. 

Six rats will be carried aboard the orbiter in a speCially 
deSigned cage, called the Animal Enclosure Module (AEM). 

-more-
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Thornton will conduct medical tests to collect additional 
data on several physiological changes that are associated with 
the space adaptation syndrome. 

Challenger is scheduled to end its 5-day, I-hour, 29-minute 
flight with a landing at approximately 3:44 a.m. EDT on Sept. 4 
at Edwards Air Force Base. High intensity xenon-arc lamps will 
illuminate the runway for Challenger's first pre-dawn landing. 

Commander Truly is the only member of the STS-8 crew who has 
previously flown in space. 

Three of the astronauts -- Brandenstein, Bluford and Gardner 
were among the group of 35 astronaut candidates picked by NASA 

in January 1978 for the Shuttle program. 

Thornton was added to the crew following the original 
announcement of the astronauts selected to fly the STS-8 mission. 

INSAT-IB will be deployed from Challenger's cargo bay in the 
same manner as other commercial satellites released by Columbia 
and Challenger on previous missions. About 45 minutes after the 
satellite has been ejected from the cargo bay, the Payload Assist 
Module will be fired to raise the high point of the satellite to 
22,300 miles above the equator. INSAT ground controllers will 
fire an onboard solid-propellant kick motor on a selected apogee 
to circularize the orbit at the geosynchronous altitude. 

Once 1n orbit at its operating location of 94 degrees east 
longitude, the multi-purpose telecommunications/meteorology 
spacecraft will have a capability for nationwide direct broad
casting to community TV receivers 1n rural areas. 

The spacecraft was built by Ford Aerospace and Communica
tions Corp., Dearborn, Mich., under a joint venture with the 
Government of India's Department of Space. 

-more-
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Twelve channels operating in the 'C-band frequency will pro
vide telephone, television or other forms of telecommunications 
throughout India. Two extra-powerful channels will prov~de 

direct broadcast capability for television transmissions straight 
from the satellite to small home antennas. 

Meteorological data is supplied by a data collection system 
which gathers information from platforms located throughout 
India. And a very high resolution radiometer will take infrared 
and visible photographs of the complete disk of the earth every 
30 minutes for meteorological analysis. 

Demonstration of the Remote- Manipulator SysteMls ability to 
handle heavier and heavier objects will be made with the 3,855.6-
kg (8,SOO-lb.) (deployable weight of 3,383.8 kg -- 7,460 lb.) 
Payload Flight Test Article. The dumbbell-shaped object will be 
used to s1mul~te operations required to deploy the 9,752.2 kg 
(21,500-lb.) Long Duration Exposure Facility (tOEF) and for the 
Solar Maximum Repair Mission, both currently slated for STS-13. 

The test article, originally planned to be carried aboard 
Chal1anger on STS-ll, was substituted for the second Tracking and 
Data Relay satellite. 

The aluminum and stainless steel structure is a passive 
payload, having no pnwer or command interfaces with the orbiter. 
It is approximately 4.6 meters (15 feet) long and 3.96 m (13 ft.) 
~1gh and is equipped with two grapple fixtures to accommodate the 
arm. It will not be deployed~ 

A U-shaped Development Flight Instrumentation (OFI) pallet, 
similar to those carried on Shuttle flights 2 and 3, laden with 
earth resources and space science experiments, will be carried in 
the payload bay on STS-8. It will be located 1n the forward part 
of the bay. 

Mounted Oh the pallet will be the Oxygen Interaction with 
Materials (OIM) experiment, and a heat pipe experiment. 

-more-
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It is a passive array experiment ·that will test the reaction 
of v~rious spacecraft materials to bombardment by molecular or 
atomic oxygen particles -which exist at the Shuttle's orbital 
altitudes. 

A heat pipe experiment will also be attached. Scientists 
are studying heat pipe technology for application on future 
satellites. The system, which has proven itself on earth, could 
serve as a means of managing temperature extremes to which space
craft components are exposecl in space. 

Making its fourth flight into space will be the Continuous 
Flow Electrophoresis System (CFES). The bas1c object of the sys
tem is to understand and baseline the advantages of manufacturing 
pharmaceuticals in the zero-gravity of space. 

On STS-8, live cell samples wil,l be used for the first time 
in the experiment rather than the simple protein samples used on 
past missions. A new, upgraded buffer will be flown in order to 
nourish and sustain the live cells during processing. Six dif
ferent samples will be flown. 

The system is located on Challenger's middeck and weighs 
approximately 760 pounds at liftoff. 

Challenger will carry 12 Geta~ay Special canisters in its 
cargo bay on STS-8. Eight of the canisters will contain postal 
covers bearing a special $9.35 postage stamp, intended primarily 
for Express Mail. 

Following the flight, each of the covers will be placed 1n a 
spec1alty designed folder and sold for $15.35 each, by mail order 
only, from the Postal Service's Ph1latelic Sales Division. 

GAS No. G-0346 will carry an experiment catted CRUX, for 
Cosmic Ray Upset Experiment, sponsored and developed by NASA's 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 

-more-
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Its objective is to resolve questions about the probability 
of highly charged particles causing errors 1n memory-type inte
grated circuits. 

The Ultraviolet-Sensitive Photograph Emulsion Experiment, 
GAS No. G-0347, 1s similar to an experiment flown on STS-7. 
Sponsored by the Goddard Space Flight Center, the experiment will 
evaluate the effects of exposure to the Shuttle cargo bay on 
ultraviolet sensitive film. Six set of emulsions will be exposed 
for varying amounts of time for the experiment. 

GAS No. G-047S will repeat the Crystal Growth of Artificial 
Snow experiment that was carried aboard STS-6, but with improved 
equipment. Sponsored by one of Japan's leading newspapers, Asahi 
Shfmbun, this experiment is designed to observe the crystal 
growth of artificial snow 1n the weightlessness of space. Snow 
crystals will be made in two small cold chambers and the process 
of crystal growth will be recorded on video tape. 

The Contamination Monitor Package to be flown as GAS No. 
G-0348 is similar to the experiment successfully flown as one of 
the OSS-1 experiments on STS-3. It will be the first GAS payload 
mounted on the outside of the canister lid. Batteries and exper
iment controls will be carried inside the canister. 

The experiment is designed to-measure the effects of atomic 
oxygen on two materials known to readily oxidize -- carbon and 
osmium. Information gained from this experiment will help future 
Shuttle missions and provide insight into material behavior and 
environmental effects at altitudes that will be flown on future 
missions. 

A Shuttle Student Involvement Project Experiment will be 
conducted on STS-8. Designed by Wendy A. Angelo of Poughkeepsie, 
N.Y., this experiment will determine whether or not biofeedback 
training learned on earth can be successfully implemented in zero 

\ 

1 .-

gravity of space. The experiment 1s being sponsored by the USAF / 
School of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks A1r Force Base, Texas. 

-more-
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Six rats will be carried in a special enclosure in a m1ddeck 
locker. The Animal Enclosure Module is a self-contained system 
that can support the rodents up to seven days without special 
attention. The cage will be used in a later Shuttle Student In
volvement Project experiment. 

Or. William Thornton will perform medical measurements and 
observations throughout the course of the mission in an effort to 
better understand the biophysiological effects of spaceflight. 

Thornton's studies will encompass seven basic disciplines: 

* Audiometry -- testing of aural sensitivity thresholds. 

* Bfo Monitoring -- monitoring of crew health and medical 
status. 

* Electro-Oculography -- recording and measuring of elec
trical signals generated by eye movement. 

* Kinesymmetry -- study of the repeatability of physical 
motion. 

* Photography -- photo records of leg volume changes, if any. 

* Plethysmography -- volume of limbs measured in circumference. 

* Tonometry -- measurement of external tissue pressure. 

Challenger will touchdown on the hard surface runway at 
Edwards Air Force Base very early on the morning of the fifth day 
of the mission marking the Shuttl~'s first landing in darkness. 

Reentry will begin. as on earlier Shuttle flights, with the 
firing of both orbital maneuvering system engines over the Indian 
Ocean as Challenger makes its 81st revolution of the earth. 

High-intensity xenon-arc lamps will light the runway. In 
the event of cloudless skies over the airfield, the 800-million 
candlepower beams produced by each of the searchlights will be 
seen by the flight crew well before the orbiter enters the land
ing pattern. 

(END OF GENERAL RELEASE; BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOLLOWS.) 

-more-
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STS-8 BRIEFING SCHEDULE i 

EDT COT PDT BRIEFING ORIGIN 

T-2 Days 

9:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. 6:00 a.m. Countdown Status KSC 

9:30 a. m • 8:30 a.m. 6:30 a. m. Mission Summaryl KSC 
Timeline and PORS/PFTA 

10:30 a.m. 9:30 a.m. 7:30 a.m. INSAT-IB KSC 

11 :00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. TORSS Testing KSC 

1. : 00 p. m • 12 Noon 10:00 a.m. CFES KSC 

1:30 p. m • 12:30 p.m. 10:30 a.m. Getaway Specials KSC 

2:30 p. m • 1 : 30 p.m. 11 : 30 a.m. SSIP (Student Program) KSC 

3:00 p.m • 2:00 p.m. 12 Noon USPS (Post,,1 Covers) KSC 
.. 

T-l Day ) 
9:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. 6:00 a • m. Countdown Status KSC 

10:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m. Pre-launch Press KSC 
Conference 

,T-Day 

3:30 a.m. 2:30 a.m. 12:30 a.m. Post launch Press KSC 
Conference Only 

Launch through EON See Change of Shift Schedule JSC 

T+6 

5:00 a.m. 4:00 a.m. 2:00 a.m. Post landing Press DFRF 
Conference 

7:00 a.m. 6:00 a.m. 4:00 a.m. Crew Ceremony OFRF 
(approx. ) 

T+7 

2:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. 11 :00 a.m. Orbiter Status Briefing OFRF , , 
,/ 

~ , .f 

-more-
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NASA SELECT TELEVISION SCHEDULE 

The schedule for television transmissions from Challenger 

and for the change of shift briefings from the Johnson Space 

Center will be available during the mission at the Kennedy, 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Johnson Space Center. Dryden Flight 

Research Facility, Goddard Space Flight Center and NASA Head

quarters news centers. The television schedule will be updated 

on a daily basis to reflect any changes dictated by mission 

operations. 
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LAUNCH PREPARATIONS. COUNTDOWN AND LIFTOFF 

Processing by the NASA/industry team in preparation for the 
eighth flight of the Spa~e Shuttle has been the fastest to date. 

For a launch on Aug. 30, preflight processing will have 
totaled 53 working days, or 62 calendar days. The previous 
record was 60 working (63 calendar) days, achieved on STS-7. 

Challenger was returned from California piggyback on the 747 
Shuttle Carrier Aircraft and arrived at Kennedy Space Center on 
June 29. The orbiter was taken off the jumbo carrier jet and 
delivered to the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) on June 30. 

Working around the clock shifts, seven days a week. the 
reusable vehicle was processed in 26 days. Prior to this, the 
fastest turnaround in the facility had been 34 days on STS-7. 

During that time. approximately 76 tiles were replaced as a 
result of damage from flight or as a result of normal turnaround 
operations. Other major components replaced included all main 
landing gear brakes and tires. one forward window, the No.3 
Auxiliary Power Unit and the orb1ter's Waste Management System. 

Regular post-flight maintenance included leak and funct10nal 
checks of the main propulsion system, subsystem checkout and ser- ) 
vicing of consumables such as nitrogen, ammonia and potable . 
water. 

The Getaway Special experiments arrived on various dates, 
were checked out and mounted inside their respective canisters. 
The 12 GAS cans were installed in Challenger's cargo bay on July 
15 and 16. 

The PFTA payload and the OFI pallet arrived on July 12. The 
two payloads were stored in the processing facility until they 
were installed in Challenger's payload bay on July 21. 

The Indian National Satellite (INSAT) arrived at the Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station on May 2. The satellite was mated to 
its Payload Assist Module upper stage and installed in its sup
port cradle in facilities at Area 60-A on Cape Canaveral Air 
Force Station. 

The INSAT/Payload Assist Module combination was moved to the 
Vertical Processing Facility on July 19. There, the payload 
underwent checkout in the Cargo Integrated Test Equipment stand 
which exercises all orbiter-to-payload interfaces as they will b~ 
operated in flight. 

Assembly of the STS-8 vehicle began on June 3 with the 
stacking of the twin solid rocket boosters on Mobile Launcher 
Platform-2. Stacking of the two 150-foot tall boosters was 
completed on June 20 and the external tank was mated on June 23. 

-more-
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(~ Challenger was moved to the Vehicle Assembly Bullding on 
July 27 and attached to its external tank and twin booster 
rockets. 

The Shuttle Interface Test, designed to verify electrical, 
mechanical and data paths between mated Shuttle elements, was 
performed on July 29-30, followed by preparations for the 
vehicle's 3.5 mile journey to the pad. 

On Aug. 2, the Space Shuttle vehicle was moved to Complex 
39-A by the massive Crawler-Transporter and checks of critical 
pad-to-vehicle connections began that same day. 

The Terminal Countdown Demonstration Test with the STS-8 
crew members was conducted on Aug. 4 as a final demonstration of 
vehicle, flight software and flight crew readiness for launch. 

The INSAT/PAM cargo was scheduled for delivery to Pad 39-A 
on Aug. 8 for placement in the Payload Changeout Room. 

Transfer of the ST5-8 payload into the orbiter's cargo bay 
was scheduled for Aug. 9, to be followed by a series of electri
cal interface checks to make sure the payload was properly linked 
to the spaceship. 

Shuttle vehicle ordnance activities, such as power-on stray 
voltage checks and resistance checks of firing circuits, were 
scheduled to pick up on Aug. 13. Ordnance activities were to be 
suspended from Aug. 15 through Aug. 24 to load hypergo11c pro
pellants aboard the vehicle. 

Pressurization of OMS and RCS propellant and helium tanks, 
was to be conducted on Aug. 18, followed by the closeout of OMS 
and RCS systems, scheduled to conclude on Aug. 20. The period 
from Aug. 21"24 was to be reserved as contingency. 

Work was to resume on Aug. 24 with a major cleared pad acti
vity -- a final functional check of the range safety and SRB ig
nition safe and arm devices -- scheduled to be performed. Ser
vicing of orbiter fuel cell storage tanks was scheduled for Aug. 
26, or as late in the processing as possible, to maximize the 
amount of reacants onboard in the event the mission was extended 
one day. 

The 46-hour Launch Countdown was scheduled to pick up 3 p.m. 
on Aug. 27. The STS-8 launch will be conducted by a joint NASAl 
industry team from Firing Room 1 in the Launch Control Center. 

-more-
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MAJOR COUNTDOWN MILESTONES 

T-46 Hours 

T-42 Hours 30 Minutes 

T-34 Hours 

T-28 Hours 

T-23 Hours 

T-19 Hours 

T-17 Hours 30 Minutes 

T-16 Hours 

T-12 Hours 

T-11 Hours (holding) 

T-l1 Hours (counting) 

T-8 Hours 40 Minutes 

T-8 Hours 

T-7 Hours 15 Minutes 

T-6 Hours 

T-5 Hours 

Event 

Perform the call to stations. 

Perform a patch and comparison of the 
Mass Memory Units. 

Start external 
preparations. 
ground support 
launch. 

tank 1 oadi ng 
Begin orbiter and 
equipment closeouts for 

Service the Cont1nous Flow 
Electrophoresis System 

Activate orbiter navigation aids. 

Activate orbiter communication systems 
and perform air-to-ground voice checks 
with Mission Control. 

Activate Inertial Measurement Units 
and begin warm up period. 

Perform pre-ingress switch list and 
prepare service tower for retraction. 

Start GOX vent hood preparations for 
external tank loading. 

Start built-in hold for 10 hours and 
55 minutes. 

Retract rotating service structure. 
Stow time critical flight crew 
equ i pment items. 

Activate fuel cells. 

Configure mission control 
communications for launch. 

Switch from air to GN2. 

Start external tank chilldown and 
propellant loading. 

Begin IMU preflight calibration and 
perform open loop checks of the 
Shuttle Range Safety system. 

-more-
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T-3 Hours 

T-2 Hours, 30 minutes 

T-1 Hour, 55 minutes 

T-61 minutes 

T-20 minutes 

T-20 minutes 
(counting) 

T-9 minutes 

T-9 minutes 
(counting) 

T-7 minutes 

T ··5 minutes 

T-3 minutes, 

T-2 minutes, 

T-1 minute, 

T-31 seconds 

T-28 seconds 

T-10 seconds 

30 

30 

55 

57 

T-6.6 seconds 

T-3 seconds 

T-O 

seconds 

seconds 

seconds 

seconds 
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2 hour hol d beg1 ns. External tank 
loading is complete. Wake flight crew 
(launch - 4 hours 20 minutes) 

Crew departs for pad (launch.- 2 
hours, 50 minutes). 

Crew enters orbiter vehicle (launch -
2 hours, 15 m1nutes). 

Start preflight alignment of Inertial 
Measurement Units. 

10 minute built-in hold begins. 

Configure orbiter computers for 
launch. 

10 minute built-in hold begins. 
Perform status check and receive 
launch Director "go." 

Start ground launch sequencer. 

Ret.ract orbiter access arm. 

Start orbiter Aux1liary Power Units. 
Arm ET and SRB range safety devices. 

Orbiter goes on internal power. 

Pressurize liquid oxygen tank and 
retract gaseous oxygen vent hood. 

Pressurize liquid hydrogen tank. 

"Go" from ground computer for orbiter· 
computers to start automatic launch 
sequence. 

Start SRB hydraulic power units. 

Ground computers give "go" for main 
engine start. 

Start orbiter main engines. 

Main engines at 90 percent thrust. 

Holddown post release, SRB ignition 
and liftoff. 

-more-
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STS-8 F~IGHT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

Event 

Launch 

MEeo 
OMS-l T1g 
(2 min, 25 sec) 

OMS-2 
(1 m1n, 55 sec) 

INSAT/PAM Deploy 180 

OMS sep burn 

PAM perigee kick 
motol' ignition 

Orb1t adjust burn 1 
(46 sec) 

Orbit adjust burn 2 
(2 min, 23 sec) 

Deorbit burn 
(2 min. 23 sec) 
Landi n9. EAFB 22 

MET 
Hr:M1n:Sec 

00:00:00 

00:08:45 

00:10:19 

00:44:49 

25:16:58 

25:31:58 

50:01:58 

69:56:39 

70:42:00 

120:36:38 

121:28:44 

-more-

DELTA V 
fps 

238.1 

194.2 

10 

67.3 

80.1 

260.9 

PERIGEE/APOGEE 
"aut 1 ca 1 M11 es 

-1 x 59.7 

50.6 x 160 

160 x 160 

159.7 x 165.8 

120.9 x 166.2 

120.6 x 121.4 

-21 x 118 

) 
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FLIGHT OBJECTIVES 

The 0 n 1 y 5 T S - 8 de p lo y a b 1 epa y loa d 1 s the I n d ian Nat ion a 1 
Satellite (INSAT-1B) which will be sprung out of the payload bay 
during the 18th orbit and boosted to geosynchronous altitude by a 
Payload Assist Module (PAM-D). 

Non-deployable payloads include a large "dumb" metal struc
ture ballasted with lead to act as a large-mass load for the 
Canadian-built 50-ft. remote manipulator arm, and experiments 
mounted on the development flight instrumentation (rFI) pallet 
recycled from the orbital flight test series with orbiter Colum
bia. The McDonnell Douglas/Johnson & Johnson Continuous-Flow 
Electrophoresis System again will be in the middeck. These and 
other STS-8 experiments are described elsewhere in this press 
k 1 t • 

Bolted along both payload bay longerons and on the OF! 
pallet are a dozen Getaway Special (GAS) canisters -- two for 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, two for Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo, 
and eight loaded with postal covers for the U.S. Postal Service. 

Another major mission objective will be to test the Ku-band 
link between Challenger and TDRS-A and the TDRSS ground station 
at White Sands, N.M • 

An extensive shopping list of detailed test and supplemen
tary objectives -- ranging from biomedical observations to orbi-
ter performance measurements will be used in planning flight 
crew activities. 

LANDING A~D POST LANDING OPERATIONS 

The Kennedy Space Center is responsible for ground opera
tions of the orbiter vehicle once it has rolled to a stop on the 
runway at Edwards, including preparations for returning the ve
hicle to Kennedy Space Center to be readied for its next mission. 

After Challenger has rolled to a stop, the flight crew will 
begin safing vehicle systems. At the same time, the recovery 
convoy will be making its way toward the vehicle. 

A mini-convoy, which does not provide for orbiter cooling or 
purging on the runway, may be used on STS-8. The standard re
covery convoy will be on station at Edwards prior to launch to 
support an abort once around contingency landing, and would be 
available at Edwards to support a nominal end of mission landing. 

The mini-convoy, used for the first time following Challen
ger's unscheduled landing at Edwards at the end of the STS-7 mis
sion t consists of only six vehicles and 24 people. A normal con
voy consists of about 24 vehicles and 110 people. 

-more-



Edwards AFB Runway 22 
Diagram 

The precision approach path Indicator 
(PAPI) Is a electronic visual system that tells 
the pilot If he Is on the correct outer glide 
path of 19 degrees, by projecting a beam of 
half white, half red light. Above glide slope 
Is all white and below Is all red. The PAPI 
lights are located 7500 feet from the end of 
the runway and 10,000 feet from the touch· 
down. There Is a strobe light on either side 
of the PAPI lights for location purposes. 
The transition and area lights are xenon 
lights which are capable of producing 800 
million candlepower each and are used to 
illuminate the area. 

Ten green lights Indicate the end of the 
Nnway. The ball·bar Is another visual 
system that Indicates the Inner glide slope 
of 1 VI degrees. The correct flight path Is 
determined by centering a white light on a 
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o 
MSBLS 

band of red lights. There are white lights 0 
located every 200 feet on both sides of the MSBLS 
runway. Illuminated markers off the edge of 
both sides of Runway 22 and placed a 1000 
ft Intervals Indicate remaining footage. Blue 
lights are used to illuminate the taxiways. 

-1300
' '''{Green threshold 

19h1s for runway 04 

· · . .. to ... WhHe runway edge 
19h1s every 200' 

Iluminated markers 
Indk:attng remaining 
runway footage 
Mry 1000' 
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SCALE 

15000' 

P4--4--Bar lights 
H ... II--=I~ Ball lights 

I r Green threshold lights t for runway 22 
..... -~-----i--

Concrete 
8 • U 1.8 extension 
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Xenon area ligh1s 

~ Xenon transition 
.t: lIgh1s 

6
8 PAPt Hgh1s 
,. Strobe lights 

•• •• 
Lakebed 
ex1enslon 
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After rollout, specially-garbed tlchnicians will first 
determine that residual hazardous vapors are below significant 
levels in order for other safing operations to proceed. A mobile 
wind machine is positioned near the vehicle to disperse highly 
concentrated levels of explosive vapors. 

Once the initial safety assessment is made, access vehicles 
will be positioned at the rear of the orbiter so that lines from 
ground purge and cooling vehicles can be connected to the T-O 
umbilical panels on the aft end of the orbiter. 

Freon line connections will be completed and coolant will 
begin circulating through the umbilicals to aid in heat rejection 
and protect the orbiter's electronic equipment. Other lines will 
provide cool, humidified air through the umbilicals to the orbi
ter's cargo bay and other cavities to remove any residual explo
sive or toxic fumes and provide a safe, clean environment inside 
the Challenger. 

The mobile white room will be moved into place around the 
crew hatch once it 1s verified there are no concentrations of 
toxic gases around the forward part of the vehicle. The hatch 
will be opened approximately 30 minutes after landing and the 
flight crew will leave the orbiter about 10 minutes later. Tech
nicians will replace the flight crew in the cockpit and complete 
the vehicle safing activity. 

A tow tractor will be connected to the Challenger and the 
vehicle will be pulled off the runway at Edwards and positioned 
inside the Mate Demate Device at the nearby Dryden Flight Re
search Facility. 

.. 
Challenger will ~a jacked and leveled in the Mate Demate 

Device workstands. Resi~ual fuel cell cryogenics will be drained 
and unused pyrotechnic devices will be disconnected. After the 
aerodynamic tail cone has been installed over the three main 
engines, the orbiter will be bolted on top of the 747 Shuttle 
Carrier Aircraft for the ferry f11ght back to Florida. 

The 747 is scheduled to leave California about six days 
after landing. There will be a stop to refuel the 747. Weather 
permitting, the ferry flight may continue on the same day. 

WHAT IF THINGS GO WRONG 

Shuttle launch abort philosophy aims toward safe and intact 
recovery of the flight crew, the orbiter and the payloads. 

In descending order of desirability, abort modes are as 
follows: 

* Abort-to-orbft CATO) - partial loss of main engine thrust 
late enough to permit reaching a minimal 194-km (105-nm) 
orbit with orbital maneuvering system engines. 

-more-
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* Abort-once-around (AOA) - ea r 1'1 er ma 1 n en g i ne shu tdown , 
but near enough orbital speed to allow one orbit around 
to the Shuttle ~anding Facility at Kennedy Space Center. 

* Trans-Atlant1c abort landing (TAL) - loss of two main 
engines midway through powered flight, forcing a landing 
at Dakar, Senegal, International Airport. 

* Return to launch site (RTLS) - early shutdown of one or 
more engines and without enough energy to make Dakar; 
pitch-around and thrust back toward Kennedy Space Center 
until within gl,ding distance of Shuttle runway. STS-8 
contingency landing sites are Kennedy; Edwards Air Force 
Base, Calif.; ~~1te Sands Missile Range, N.M.; Hickam Air 
Force Base/Honolulu International, Hawaii; Kadena Air 
Force Base, Okinawa; and Rota Naval Air Station, Spain. 

CONFIGURATION 

Challenger retains the 15.2-m (50-ft.) Canadian-built remote 
manipulator arm, a fifth crew seat on the middeck, and three sets 
of cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen tanks for fuel cell reactants 
that were aboard for STS-7. 

STS-8 payloads are loaded in the payload bay with INSAT-IB 
near the aft bulkhead, the payload flight test article midway in 
the bay, and the Development Flight Instrumentation pallet about 
a quarter of the bay length aft of the forward bulkhead. Getaway 
Special canisters are mounted along port and starboard longerons 
below the payload bay door hinge lines. 

The Continuous-Flow Electrophoresis System (CFES), student 
experiments and other ~ew-operated equipment are stowed 1n mid
deck lockers. 

Challenger and its booster stages will have a total liftoff 
weight of 2,037,400 kg (4,491,622 lb.) compared to an STS-7 lift
off weight of 2,034,913 kg (4,486,141 lb.). Challenger's "dry" 
weight is 67,113 kg (148,200 lb.). 

Major STS-8 payload component weights are: INSAT-IB/PAM, 
3,377 kg 17 ,445 lb'l; PAM cradle, 1,102 kg (2,243 lb.); PFTA, 
3,379 kg 7,450 lb. ; DFI and attached experiments/instruments, 
1,570 kg 3,330 lb. ; 12 Getaway Special canisters and contents, 
2,230 kg (4,916 lb.); and CFES, 353 kg (779 lb.). 

-more-
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PAYLOAD FLIGHT TEST ARTICLE (PFTA) 

The Payload Flight Test Article (PFTA), an aluminum, lead
ballasted test structure weighing 3,855.6 kg (8,500 lb.) on 
earth, will be used for the first time during STS-8. It will be 
carried into orbit near the center of the payload bay, and man
euvers involving the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) or arm will 
take place on flight days 3 and 4. . 

The test article simulates a large-mass payload for flight 
testing the arm. The purpose of the tests is to evaluate elbow, 
wrist and Shoulder joint reaction to higher loads and to gain 
crew experience in operating the 15.2-m (50~ft.}-10ng mechanical 
arm. 

The test article, ~h1ch is 6 m (19 ft., 9 in.) long and 4.7 
m (15 ft., 6 in.) wid~, will be equipped with two grapple fix
tures for the purposes of this mission and will be lifted out of 
the payload bay by the robot arm. However, it will not be re
leased from the arm, as the test article is a passive satellite, 
having no control system of its own. When the mechanical arm has 
lifted the article from the cargo bay, forces will be applied 
through use of the orbiter's reaction control system thrusters. 

During previous STS missions the capabilities of the arm 
have been tested alone and with various articles. The first test 
occurred during STS-2, when the robot arm was operated in all of 
its modes, ranging from fully automatic to fully manual, although 
no loads were moved. The STS-3 crew used the arm to grasp an 
experiment called a Pldsma Diagnostic Package, move that unit 
around both outside and inside the payload bay and return it to 
its stowed position. The crew on STS-4 utilized the huge arm in 
the cargo bay twice to 11ft and swing the Induced Environment 
Contamination Monitor (IECM) around the payload area to obtain 
information about particles and gases in the bay that could 
affect experiments. The arm was tested most spectacularly during 
the STS-7 mission w:len it was used to deploy and retrieve the 
SPAS-Ol platform. rhe SPAS-Ol pallet of experiments wp.ighed ap
prOXimately 1,500 kg (3,300 lb.) The test article, weighing 
3,383.8 kg (7,460 lb.) on orbit, more than doubles the weight 
deployed by the arm on Shuttle flights to date. 

The STS-8 test will provide further exper-ience useful in 
planning for the STS-13 mission. During that flight the arm will 
be used for two purposes: to deploy the 20,000-lb. Long Duration 
Exposure Facil ity (LDEF) and to retrieve the presently orbiting 
but malfunctioning Solar Maximum Satellite, place it in the pay
load bay of the orbiter, and redeploj it when repairs have been 
completed. 

-more-
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INSAT-IB 

Indian National Satellite (INSAT) 1B, the second in a series 
of Indian National multi-purpose, attitude controlled satellites, 
will be ejected from Challenger on flight day 2. INSAT is built 
by Ford Aerospace's Western Development Laboratories Division in 
Palo Alto, Calif. Prior to deployment it will be carried inside 
a 3 m (lO-ft.)-long sun shield identical to those used on STS-5 
and 7 in the aft payload bay of Challenger. A Payload Assist 
Module (PAM-D) booster built by McDonnell Douglas, of the same 
type credited with four successes to date, will be used to ele
vate INSAT-IB into geosynchronous orbit at 74 degrees east 
longitude. 

In addition to C-band communications capabilities and S-band 
TV links, INSAT-IB will carry a data collection platform to pro
vide weather surveillance and forecasting data and a Very High 
Resolution Radiometer for additional weather surveillance data. 

INSAT-IB, which has a seven-year lifetime, will be con
trolled by the Satellite Control Center located in Hassan, India. 
The first in thi~ s~r1es of satellites, INSAT-IA, was launched 
into orbit by a Delta booster on April 8, 1982, but was shut down 
due to failure of the reaction control system . 

PHILATELIC COVERS TO FLY ON PALLET AND IN GAS CANS 

Approximately 260,000 U.S. Postal Service philatelic covers 
will be carried into orbit aboard the Challenger. 

The cover will bear the recently announced $9.35 postage 
stamp, intended primarily for Express Mail. The cachet design on 
the front of each cover will be a full color replica of the NASA 
STS-8 crew patch. On the back will be a cachet of NASA's 25th 
anniversary logo. 

Following the STS-8 flight, each of the covers will be 
placed in a specially designed folder and sold for $15.35 each, 
by mail order only, from the USPS Philatelic Division. 

The pictorial cancellation on the front of each cover will 
carry the orig1n~11y scheduled S1S-8 launch date of Aug. 14, 
which is also the iSS~t date of the stamp. Upon completion of 
the flight, the actual date of launch will be noted on the cover. 
Another cancellation will be applied to each cover, indicating 
the landing date and site. 

-more-
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,j -, M a i1 0 r d e r son 1 y for the i t e m (I t em N u m b ere 5 7 2) w ill b e 
l~ accepted no earlier than the date -- still to be determined -

when Challenger returns from the mission. Orders postmarked 
prior to that date will be returned to the sender unopened. 

Two large storage boxes of covers are mounted aboard the DFI 
pallet while other covers are in eight Getaway Special canisters 
in the payload bay. The containers have been sealed and pres
surized with nitrogen. 

E a c h cove r i s imp r i n ted wi t has p e cia 1 s e ria 1 n u m b e r • 

When the covers are brought back to earth they will be 
placed in souvenir folders featuring photographs of the Chal
lenger before they are sold. 

Proceed~ (exclusive of the postage affixed) from the sale of 
the Shuttle Flight Folder will be divided equally between NASA 
and the Postal Service. 

Orders and remittances should be sent to: Shuttle Flight 
Folders, Philatelic Sales Div., Washington, D.C. 20265. Personal 
checks in the exact amount will be accepted for orders up to two 
folders per order; no cash or postage stamps • 

STS-8 EXPERIMENTS 

CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTROPHORESIS SYSTEM (CFES) 

STS-8 marks the fourth time the Continuous Flow Electro
phoresis System (CFES) experiment has been flown. CFES, the 
first commercial project ever carried on the Shuttle, is spon
sored by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., St. Louis, Mo., in 
conjunction with Ortho Pharaceuticals, an affiliate of Johnson 
and Johnson. 

Contin~Jus Flow Electrophoresis is a process of separating 
biological materials in solution according to their surface elec
trical charge by passing them through an electrical field. 

Results of three previous Shuttle flights have shown the 
device has the ability to separate more than 700 times more 
material in the weightlessness of space than is possible on 
earth. NASA furnishes flight time for experimental and pre
commercial prototype operations as part of its joint endeavor 
policy, designed to encourage private investment in space indus
trialization. 

For the Continuous Flow Electrophoresis experiments on STS-
4, STS-6 and STS-7, mixtures of proteins in culture were used. 
The STS-8 mission is significant because, instead of proteins, 
live cells will be used in the operation for the first time. 

-more-
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Six sam p 1 e s w 111 be car r1 e d : two . for t he M cOo nne 11 00 u 91 as 
Corp., two for NASAls Johnson Space Center, and two for Pennsyl
vania State University in conjunction with the NASA project. 

The samples for McDonnell Douglas, under the terms of a new 
agreement with Washington University School of Medicine, St. 
Louis, are pancreas cells to be used 1n resear;h for purification 
techniques that could lead to new treatments for d1abetes. NASA's 
Johnson Space Center is sending two samples of kidney cells; and 
two pituitary cell samples will be used by Pennsylvania State 
University. 

Because of the difficulties in maintaining the viability of 
live cells, one of the goals of STS-8 is to demonstrate handli~g 
techniques for keeping these cells alive before and after sepa
ration. Th~ erperiment hardware, situated in the orbiter's mid
deck, remains the same as in previous flights, except for the 
addition of a tray on which samples are carried aloft on the sur
face of microcarrier beads in a fluid compatible with the live 
cells. Mission specialists will transfer the cells to syringes 
before insertion into the separation chamber. 

An additional requirement for maintenance of live materials 
1s activation of the Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System 
operation soon after Challenger has reached orbit. 

Plans are for seven hours of experiment operation by Mission 
Specialist Bluford on flight day 1 and another seven hours on 
flight day 2 by Mission Specialist Gardner. The samples will be 
removed and checked for viability shortly after landing. 

DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION PALLET 

Although no Development Flight Instrumentation (OFI) will be 
flown during STS-8, the OFI pallet which carried that instrument 
panel on early flights of the Shuttle Columbia will be used to 
mount two ~xpetiments and two boxes of postal covers 1n Challen
ger's forwarrl payload bay. Th~ two experiments are the Evalua
tion of Oxygen Interaction with Materials (050 0301) and the High 
Capacity Heat Pipe Demonstration (DSO 0101). 

The Evaluation of Oxygen Interaction with Materials (050) 
was carried on the instrumentation pallet during earlier miss10ns 
but was passive, with incident atomic oxygen flux dependent on 
vehicle attitude. Tests during ST5-8 will obtain quantitative 
rates of oxygen interaction with materials used on the orbiter 
and advanced payloads. 

Atomic oxygen within the low earth orbital environment is 
known to be extremely reactive when in contact with solid sur
faces. Chemical changes can occur for spacecraft materials at 
orbital altitudes which alter optical and electrical properties 
and, in some cases, even remove layers of material. 

-more-
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If the atoms impinge with kinetic' energy of orbital speed, 
chemical reactions are accelerated and the mass loss for many 
materials becomes more pronounced. Advanced payloads, such as 
Spa c e Tel esc 0 pea n d Spa ce S tat f 0 n, w 11 1 use mat e ria 1 s w hie h rea c t 
chemically with oxygen. Although the reaction rates are low at 
altitudes where these advanced spacecraft will operate, long dur
ation missions may result in significant mass erosion for solar 
arrays, optical overcoatings, light baffles and thermal control 
coating films. One objective of this experiment is to obtain 
quantitative rates of atomic oxygen interaction with these 
materials. 

The second objective of the experiment is to flight test 
specimens of Advanced Flexible Reusable Surface Insulation 
(AFRSI) and Thermal Protection System (TPS) tiles in an atomic 
oxygen environment. Advanced Flexible Reusable Surface Insula
tion on th~ S~uttle's Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) pods 
failed durino STS~6 reentry, and orbiter thermal protection sys
tem tiles show significant loss of waterproofing and strength 
after each Shuttle mission. These anomalies may result from 
atomic oxygen interacting with waterproofing agents on the insul
ation outer quartz fabric and the tile interior. The results of 
these flight tests and subsequent laboratory tests will enable 
technologists to resolve these issues. 

DSO 0101, High Capacity Heat Pipe Demonstration, will pro
vide an in-orbit demonstration of the thermal performance of a 
high capacity heat pipe designed for future spacecraft heat re
jection systems. Support requirements are the instrumentation 
pallet and a 35mm camera with telephoto lens, intervalometer and 
mounting bracket. One crewmember inside the crew station will 
activate the heater power switch, photograph temperature sensi
tive tape through aft flight deck windows and then deactivate the 
heater power switch. Heater power switches will be turned on 
during the tail-to-sun orbiter attitude, and time of operation 
will be a minimum of 45 minutes and a maximum of two hours. 

SHUTTLE STUOfNT INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM 

A Shuttle Student Involvement Program experiment will be 
conducted by Miss10nSpecialist Thornton. In addition, a small 
rat cage will fly in a middeck locker aboard the Challenger to 
test it prior to its use on a future flight. The student ex
periments are supervised by NASA and the Nationdl Science 
Teachers Association. 

The experiment is called Biofeedback Mediated Behavioral 
Training in Physiologic Self Regulator: Application in Near 
Zero G Environment. 

The objective of the experiment is to determine whether or 
not biofeedback training learned in one-g (on earth) can be suc
cessfully implemented in zero-g (in orbit). 

-more-
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Thornton was given pre-flight trafning on bfofeedback tech
niques. During the STS-8 flight he will use the techniques dur
ing four IS-ninute periods to determine if they work 1n the near 
weightlessness of space. Skin surface temperature. heart rate, 
galvanic sk1n response and muscle activity will be measured and 
recorded. 

The student experfmenter is Wendy Angelo, of franklin D. 
Roosevelt High School, Hyde Park, N.Y. The experiment 1s spon
sored by the U.S. Air Forca School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks 
Air Force B~se, Texas. NASA advisor is Dr. Ted Lefton of Johnson 
Space Center. Angelo's teacher advisor is Jan L. Stoutenburgh, 
Pine Plains. N.Y. 

ANIMAL EjCLOSURE MODULE 

The Animal Enclosure Module (AEM) will be carried aloft on 
the STS-8 flight with six rats as residents. The module. built 
by Convair Div. of General Dynamics Corp., will first be used in 
a Space Shuttle Student Involvement Project on a later mission. 

The purpose of the test is to demonstrate that the enclcsure 
module is capable of supporting sfx healthy rats on orbit without 
compromisfng the health and comfort of either the astronaut crew 
or the rats. The enclosure is a self-contained system which can 
support six rats for more than seven days. Air flows from the 
orbiter m1ddeck environment into the enclosure by use of fans and 
is filtered back into the m1ddeck. Food is provided by nutrient 
bars developed at the NASA Ames Research Center, Mountain View, 
Calif. Water is provided by raw potatoes. 

GETAWAY SPECIAL EXP£RIMEHTS 

Four small, sel f-conta i ned payloads are schedul ed for the 
STS-8 Space Shuttle Mission. 

The four bring to 16 the number of Getaway Special (GAS) 
payloads that will have flown on Shuttle missions. 

The Cosmic Ray Upset Experiment (G-0346), or CRUX, on STS-8 
is the first flight experiment designed to resolve many of the 
questions concerning upsets caused by single particles. An upset. 
or change in logic state, of a memory cell can result from a 
single. highly energetic particle paSSing through a sensitive 
volume in a memory cell. In doing so, it deposits or loses 
energy. and if enough energy is depOSited, the memory cell can 
change state. In some technologies, enough energy can be depos
ited to cause another effect, called 1I1atchup,II which can result 
in the device destroying itself by drawing excessive current. 

-more-
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Positive determination of the cause of an upset in flight is 
difficult because a number of other influences, such as electro
magnetic interference (EHI). noise on power supply lines. or vol
tage dropo~ts. can result 1n the same device behavior as if in
duced by cosmic rays. 

Principal investigator is John W. Adolphson of Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 

The ultravi vlet-sensitive photographic emulsion experiment 
(G-0347) on STS-8 is similar to the one flown on the last Shuttle 
mission. In evaluating the effect of the orbiter's gaseous en
vironment, the experiment is paving the way for the High Resolu
tion Telescope and Spectrograph CHRTS) being built by the Naval 
Research laboratory for Spacelab 2 and for the Solar Extreme 
Ultravlolpt Telescope and Spectrograph (SEUTS) from Goddard, 
being pl~~ned for a future Shuttle flight. 

The STS-8 flight is particularly well suited for th)~ test 
because the flight pattern provides an opportunity to face an 
instrument in the direction of the velocity vector (direction of 
travel). producing a ram effect, while the veh~cle is in 
sunlight. 

That will permit better studies into the extent of film 
degradation due to an ion (charged particles) environment. 
laboratory tests have shown that the presence of ions produces 
chemical reactions that can blacken these emulsions, as if they 
were exposed to light. Clouds of ions that can produce this 
effect can be produced in space through the action of solar 
ultraviolet radiation on a residual cloud of gas emanating from 
the payload or vehicle. If, in addition, an instrument opening, 
such as telescope apertures, face the direction of motion of the 
spacecraft, these ions can be scooped up and "rammed" into the 
interior portions of an instrument where they can interact with 
sensitive photographic materials. 

Si~ sets of emulsions will be exposed for varying amounts of 
time for the experiment. The shortest exposure allowed by the 
electronics is three minutes. longer exposures of 9, 27 and 50 
minutes will examine the effects of longer duration exposures. 

Principal investigator is Or. Werner M. Neupert of Goddard. 

The Japanese snow crystal experiment (G-0475) will repeat 
what was attempted on STS-6 in April but with improved equip
ment. Post-flight investigation of the STS-6 experiment showed 
that the temperature of the upper endplate of the GAS canister 
went down to minus 7 Centigrade (19 Fahrenheit), much lower than 
eng1neers had expected. 

The engineers had deSigned the equipment to warm up the 
water in two tanks up to 20 C (68 F) to get enough water vapor to 
make snow crystals. 

-more-
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With the colder endplate. however. and the colder tempera
tures 1nside the canister, the water had frozen and the heaters 
in the water tanks could. not warm up the water enough to generate 
water vapor. 

For the ST5-8 mission, engineers have increased the power of 
the heaters three-fold. They suspect that the weightlessness 1n 
space resulted in no convect10n current 1n the cold chamber, 
causing the water vapor supp11ed from the water tanks not to be 
transported efficiently to the f1elds of view of the TV cameras. 

As a result. the engineers have added a small auxiliary fan 
to stir up the gas in the cold chambers. The fan will be changed 
in every snow-making experiment, which will be repeated four 
times. In the first experiment, the fan will be activated for 
the fifst third of the time. In the second experiment, the fan 
will bp. turned on from the beginning to the end of the experi
ment. In the third. the fan will be activated for the latter 
half, and in the final one, it will be on just for a short time 
at the beginn1ng and a short time at the end of the experiment. 

The pr1nc1pal investigator is 5higeru Kimura of Asah1 
Shimbun, Tokyo. 

The Contamination Monitor Package (G-0348) is s1milar to the 
one successfully flown on the OS5-1 pallet on ST5-3. It will be 
the first GAS payload mounted on the outside of the canister lid. 
The experiment 1s des1gned to measure the atomic oxygen flux. 
Atomic oxygen, found at Shuttle altitudes, tends to be reactive, 
more readily causing oxidation. In this experiment, the rate of 
mass loss of two materials known to be readily oxidized, carbon 
and osmium, w1ll be measured. 

The package contains four temperature-controlled quartz 
crystal microbalances (TQCM) as its only sensors. One micro
balance will be left uncoated for reference. The uncoated micro
balance, along with one coated with carbon and one coated with 
osmium, will face out of the cargo bay, and a fourth one, coated 
with c~rb~n, will face aft. 

The principal investigator is Jack Triolo of Goddard. 

COMMUHICATIO~S 

TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM (TDRSS) 

The 5TS-8 mission will be used as a test flight to establish 
the ability of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite to maintain 
communications with an orbiting Space Shuttle. The test will be 
a precursor to the operational use of the system for the STS-9/ 
5pacelab-l mission, now scheduled for Oct. 28, 1983. 

-more-
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All modes of TORSS commun1cat10ns will be exercised during 
the flight. The S-band l1nk will be used for voice, commands and 
Shuttle housekeeping te'~metry data. The Ku-band link will be 
demonstrated to verify system compatibility. 

Testing of the various systems wi)' begin in the first orbit 
of the m1ssion, shortly after the Chal1e~ger passes Bermuda only 
minutes after tfft off. 

The TORS spacecraft is presently located in geosynchronous 
orbit at 67 degrees west longitude. Following the STS-8 system 
testing, the TORS will be moved to ~ position of 41 degrees west 
longitude in preparation for the STS-9/Spacelab-l miss10n. 

TORS-l was deployed from the Space Shuttle Orbiter Challen
ger during the STS-6 mission in April 1983. The satellite failed 
to reacn grosynchronous orbit when the upper stage of the two
stage I~ertial Upper Stage malfunctioned leaving the TORS in an 
unsatifactory elliptical orbit several thousand miles short of 
its required altitude of 22,300 statute miles. 

A recovery program was instituted by NASA. Spacecom, which 
owns and operates the satellite and leases it to NASA; and TRW, 
builder of the satellite. 

USing tiny, one-pound thrusters which have nozzles no larger 
than a thimble, t~e engineering team devised a series of firings 
that ultimately raised the TORS into geosynchronous orbit. The 
program of thruster firings took 58 days before the desired orbit 
was reached. 

Since attaining geosynchronous orbit. testing has proceeded 
at a deliberate pace with some delays caused by a variety of 
software and equipment problems. 

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System when completed 
will be comprised of three identical satellites, the current one 
placed over the Atlantic Ocean. the second TORS over the Pacific 
Ocean and the third to serve as an in-orbit spare. 

When fully operational the system will be able to relay data 
from nearly two dozen satellites simultaneously and provide 
nearly continuous data flow without interruption as a spacecraft 
orbits the earth. 

SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK 

One of the key elements in the Shuttle mission is the capa
bility to track the spacecraft, communicate with the astronauts 
and obtain the telemetry data that informs ground controllers of 
the condit10n of the spacecraft and the crew. 

-more-
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The hub of this network is NASA's Goddard Space Flight Cen
ter (GSFC) in Greenbelt, Md., where the Spaceflight Tracking and 
Data Network (STDN) and "the NASA Communications Network (NASCOM) 
are located. . 

The Space Tracking and Data Network is a complex NASA world
wide system that provides realtime communications with the Space 
Shuttle orbiter and crew, as well as with other earth-orbiting 
satellites. The network is managed and operated by Goddard. 
Approximately 2,500 people are required to operate the system. 

The network consists of 15 ground stations equipped with 
4.3-, 9-, 12- and 26-m (14-, 30-, 40- and a5-ft.) S-band antenna 
systems and C-band radar systems, augmented by 15 Department of 
Defense (DOD) geographical locations providing C-band support and 
one DOD 18.3-m (60-ft.) S-band antenna system. 

In addition, there are six major computing interfaces 
located at the Network Operations Control Center and the Opera
tions Support Computing Facility. at Goddard; Western Space and 
Missile Center, Calif.; Air Force Satellite Control Facility, 
Colo.; White Sands Missile Range. N.M.; and Eastern Space and 
Missile Center, Fla., providing realtime network computational 
support. 

The U.S. government has agreements with the governments of 
Australia, Spain, Senegal, Botswana, Chile, United Kingdom and 
Bermuda to allow NASA tracking station support to the Space 
Transportation System program and unmanned satellites from host 
country locations. 

Should the Johnson Mission Control Center be seriously 
impaired for an extended period of time, the Goddard Network 
Operations Control Center would become an emergency mission 
center manned by Johnson personnel with the responsibility of 
safely returning the orbiter to a landing site. 

The Merritt Island, Fla., S-band station provides the appro
priate data to the launch Control Center at Kennedy and the John
son Mission Control Center during prelaunch testing and the ter
minal countdown. During the first minutes of launch and during 
the ascent phase, the Merritt Island and Ponce de Leon, Fla., S
band and Bermuda S-band stations, as well as the C-band stations 
locatea at Bermuda; Wallops Island, Va.; Grand Bahama; Grand 
Turk; Antigua; Cape Canaveral and Patrick Air Force Base, Fla., 
provide appropriate tracking data, both high speed and low speed, 
to the Kennedy and Johnson control centers. 

For the first time, the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
System (TDRSS) is scheduled for preoperational testing with the 
Shuttle. During STS-8 testing, the satellite is in geostationary 
orbit at 67 degrees west longitude. From this location, it can 
proviJe continuous coverage of the Shuttle from Hawaii eastward 
to Dakar. 

-more-
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Aft(r completion of the 5TS-8 mission test1ng, the satellite 
will move to its operational location at 41 degrees west 
longftude. 

The Development Test Object1ves to be conducted with the 
TDRSS during the STS-8 mission will be in preparation for the 
extended support of the TDRSS with the ~TS-91 Spacelab-1 mission. 

During the nom1nal entry and land1ng phase planned for 
Edwards Air Force Base. Calif., the Goldstone and Buckhorn, 
Calif •• S-band and C-band stations at the Pacific M1ssile Test 
Center. Vandenberg Air Force Base, Edwards Air Force Base and 
Dryden Flight Research Facility, Calif., will provide highly 
critical tracking, telemetry. command and a1r-to-ground support 
to the orb1ter and send appropriate data to the Johnson and 
Kennedy control centers. 

NASA TRACKING STATIONS 

LOCATION EQUIPMENT 
Ascension Island (ACN) S-band, UHF ,~/G 

Bermuda (BOA) S-band, C-band. UHF A/G 
Buckho..-n (BUC) S-band 
Goldstone (GDS) S-band, tI'~ ~ A/G 
Guam (GWM) S-band, lH~ .. A/G 
Hawaii (HAW) S-band. UHF A/G 
Mer ri ttl s 1 and (MIL) S-band, UHF A/G 
Santiago (AGO) S-band 
Ponce de Leon (POL) S-band 
Madrid (MAD) S-band. UHF A/G 
Orroral (ORR) S-band 
Botswana (BOT) UHF A/G 
Dakar (DKR) S-band, UHF A/G 
Wallops (WFF) C-band 
Yarragadee (YAR) UHF A/G 

P tH S J nr.-;. 1 : 

Tracking Stations: 1,100* 
Goddard Space Flight Center: 1,400 

--------------------------~----------------

* more than 500 of whom are local residents 

-more-
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HUNTSVILLE OPERATIONS SUPPORT CENTER 

The Huntsville Opeiations Support Center is a facili~y at 
the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., which sup
ports I~unch activities at the Kennedy Space Center, Fla. The 
operations center also supports powered flight and payload oper
ations at the Johnson Space Center, Houston. 

During pre-mission testing, countdown, launch, and powered 
flight toward orbit, Marshall and contractor engineers and sci
entists man consoles in the support center to monitor realtime 
data being transmitted from the Shuttle. 

Their purpose is to evaluate and help solve problems that 
might occur with Marshall-developed Space Shuttle propulsion 
system elements, including the Space Shuttle main engines, ex
ternal tank, and solid rocket boosters. They will also work 
problems with the overall Main Propulsion System and the Range 
Safety System. 

The data providing information on the "health" of these sys
tems are gathered by sensors aboard the Shuttle and are instan
taneously transmitted from the launch site to the two-story 
Huntsville Operations Support Center. 

There the information is processed by computers and dis
played on screens and other instruments at 12 stations in the 
Engineering Console Room on the second floor. More than 3,000 
temperature, pressure, electrical voltage and other measurements 
are mbde every second. During the 10 hours of peak activity 
before and during launch, more than 11 million measurements are 
assessed by teams of experts in the support center. 

Support center personnel view the Shuttle via two closed 
circuit television lines. They also have access to more than 25 
direct communications lines that l1nk them with the launch site 
at Kennedy ~pace Center, Mission Control at Johnson Space Center, 
and with Shuttle propulsion system contractor plants. 

If a problem is detected by the experts at one of the sta
tions in the support center console room, engineers on the con
soles immediately alert appropriate individuals at the Kennedy 
and Johnson centers, and operations center managers in the 
Shuttle action center, a conference room adjacent to the console 
room. They also pass the information to the appropriate teams of 
specialists in the operations center working area nearby. There 
are separate teams to work Space Shuttle Main Engine, External 
Tank, Solid Rocket Booster, Main Propulsion System, and Range 
Safety System difficulties. 

In addition to launch support, payload services are provided 
by teams of scientists operating out of specially equipped pay
loa~ ~upport rooms. 

-more-
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~:v CREW 8 I OGRAPH rES 

NAME: Richard H. Truly {Captain, USN) 
NASA Astronaut, STS-8 Commander 

BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born in Fayette, Miss., on Nov. 12, 1937. 
His father, James B. Truly resides in Alexandria, Va. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Brown hair; brown eyes; height: 5 ft., 
8 in.; weight: 150 lb. 

EDUCATION: Attended schools in Fayette and Meridian, Miss.; 
received a bachelor of aeronautical engineering degree 
from Georgia Institute of Technology in 1959. 

MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Colleen Hanner of 
Milledgeville, Ga. Her mother, Mrs. Daniel M. Hanner, 
resides in Rutledge, Ga. 

CHILDREN: Richard Michael, May 10, 1961; Daniel Bennett, Aug. 9, 
1963; Lee Margaret, Sept. 8, 1964. 

NASA EXPERIENCE: Truly became a NASA astronaut in September 
1969. He was a member of the astronaut support crew and a 
capsule communicator for all three of the manned Skylab 
missions and the Apollo Soyuz mission. 

Truly and Joe H. Engle were one of the two two-man crews 
that flew Space Shuttle Approach and Landing Test (ALT) 
flights during the period June throJgh October 1977. This 
series of critical orbiter flight tests initially involved 
Boeing 747/orbiter captive-active flights, followed by 
air-launched, unpowered glide, approach, and landing tests 
(free flights). There were three captive tests with the 
orbiter Enterprise carried atop the Boeing 747 carrier 
aircraft allowing 1nfl1ght test and checkout of orbiter 
systeMs, and five free flights which permitted extensive 
evaluations of the orbiter1s subsonic flying qualities and 
performance characteristics during separation, up-and-away 
flight, flare, landing and rollout -- providing valuable 
realtime data duplicating the last few minutes of an oper
ational Shuttle mission. Truly and Engle flew the second 
and fourth free flights, with Free Flight 4 being the 
first flight in the orbital configuration (with the tail
cone removed). 

He was backup pilot for STS-l, the first orbital flight 
test of the Shuttle Columbia. 
Truly was the pilot on the second orbital test flight of 
the Space Shuttle Columbia. launched from Kennedy Space 
Center, Fla., on Nov'~ 12, 1981. His spacecraft commander 
for this flight was Col. Joe H. Engle, USAF. 

-more-
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Despite a mission shortened from' five days to two days 
because of a failed fuel cell, the crew accompl ished more 
than 90 percent of, the objectives set for STS-2 before 
returning to a landing on the dry lakebed at Edwards Air 
Force Base, Calif., Nov. 14, 1981. Major test objectives 
included the first unloaded tests in space of a 50-foot 
remote manipulator arm designed to remove payloads from 
the orbiter paylad bay, as well as to retrieve satellites 
for repair or return to earth. STS-2 demonstrated the 
orbiter's capability to support attached payloads and pro
vide a stable platform for the conduct of earth surveys. 
Extensive data was obtained for the OSTA-1 payload wh1ch 
was comprised of seven scientific experiments designed to 
test advanced techniques and instruments to survey earth 
from space and gather data on earth resources and earth's 
environment. 

Twenty-nine flight test maneuvers were performed during 
the entry at speeds from Mach 24 (18.500 mph) to subsonic. 
These maneuvers were designed to most efficiently extract 
aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic data to verify the orbi
ter performance, stability' and control, and heating char
acteristics during its hypersonic entry into the earth's 
atmosphere. 

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Truly is spacecraft commander for STS-8, the 
third flight of the orbiter Challenger. 

I I , 

-more-
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NAME: Daniel C. Brandenstein (Commander, USN) 
NASA Astronaut, STS-8 Pflot 

BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born Jan. 17, 1943, in Watertown, Wis. His 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brandenstein, are restdents 
of Watertown. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Brown hair; blue eyes; height: 5 ft., 
11 in.; weight: 185 lb. 

EDUCATION: Graduated from Watertown High School, Watertown, 
Wis., 1n 1961; received a bachelor's degree 1n mathematics 
and phys1cs from the University of Wisconsin (River Falls) 
i n 1965. 

hARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Jane A. Wade of Balsam 
Lake, Wis. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wade, reside 
in Balsam Lake. 

CHILDREN: Adelle, Jan. 7, 1972. 

NASA EXPERIENCE: Brandenstein was selected as an astronaut can
didate by NASA in January 1978. In August 1979, he com
pleted a one-year training and evaluation period, making 
him eligible for assignment as a pilot on future Space 
Shuttle flight crews. 

He was ascent capsule communicator and a member of the 
astronaut support crew for S1S-1, the first flight of the 
Space Shuttle Columbia. He was subsequently assigned to 
the STS-2 astronaut support crew and was the ascent cap
sule communicator for the second Space Shuttle flight. 

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Brandenstein 1s pilot for STS-8. 

'" 

-more-
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NAME: Oale A. Gardner (Lieutenant Commander, USN) 
NASA Astronaut, STS-8 Mission Specialist (MS-!) 

BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born Nov. 8, 1948, 1n Fa1rmont, Minn., 
but grew up in Sherburn, Minn., and Savanna, Ill. Now 
considers his hometown to be Clinton, Iowa, where his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William R. Gardner, currently 
reside. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Brown hair; brown eyes; height: 6 ft.; 
wefght: 160 lb. 

EDUCATION: Graduated from Savanna Community High School, 
Savanna, Ill., in 1966; received a bachelor's degree in 
engineering physics from the University of Illinois in 
1970. 

MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Sue Grace Ticusan of 
Indianapolis, Ind. Her father, John Ticusan, resides in 
Indianapolis. 

CHILDREN: Lisa Amanda, Dec. 18, 1977; Todd Allan, Dec. 19, 1982. 

NASA EXPERIENCE: Gardner was selected as an astronaut candidate 
by NASA 1n January 1978. In August 1979, he completed a 
one-year training and evaluation period making him eli
gible for assignment as a mission specialist on future 
Space Shuttle flight crews. He served as a support crew 
astronaut for STS-4. 

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Gardner is a mission specialfst for STS-8. 

, , # 

-more-
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NAME: Guion S. Bluford, Jr. (Lieutenant Colonel, USAF) 
NASA Astronaut, STS-S Mission Specialist (MS-2) 

BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born in Philadephia, Pa., on Nov. 22, 1942. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Black hair; brown eyes; height: 6 ft.; 
weight: ISO lb. 

EDUCATION: Graduated from Overbrook Senior High School in 
Philadelphia, Pa., in 1960; received a bachelor's degree 
in aerospace engineering from the Pennsylvania State Uni
versity in 1964; a master's degree with distinction in 
aerospace engineering from the Air Force Institute of 
Technology in 1974; and a doctorate in aerospace engi
neering with a minor in laser physics from the Air Force 
Institute of Technology in 1975. 

MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Linda Tull of 
Phil adel phia, Pa. 

CHILDREN: Guion Stewart III, June 12,1964; James Trevor, 
Oct. 25, 1965. 

NASA EXPERIENCE: Bluford was selected as an astronaut candidate 
by NASA in January 1975. In August 1979, he completed a 
one-year training and evaluation period making him eli
gible for assignment as a mission specialist on future 
Space Shuttle flight crews. He has worked with the remote 
manipulator system, Spacelab-3 experiments, Shuttle sys
tems, Shuttle Avionics Integration Laboratory (SAIL), and 
the Flight Systems Laboratory (FSL) while completing var
ious assignments within the Astronaut Office at the 
Johnson Space Center. 

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Bluford is a mission specialist for STS-S. 

, # , 
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NAME: William Edgar Thornton (M.D.) 
NASA Astronaut, STS-8 Mission Specialist (MS-3) 

BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born in Faison, N.C., on April 14, 1929. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Blond hair; blue eyes; height: 6 ft.; 
weight: 200 lb. 

EDUCATION: Attended primary and secondary schools in Faison, 
N.C.; received a bachelor's degree 1n physics and a 
medical doctor's degree from the University of North 
Carolina in 1952 and 1963, respectively. 

MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Elizabeth Jennifer Fowler, 
of Hertfordshire, England. 

CHILDREN: William Simon, March 15, 1959; James Fallon, Jan. 4, 
1961. 

NASA EXPERIENCE: Thornton was selected as a scientist-astronaut 
by NASA in August 1967. He completed the required flight 
training at Reese Air Force Base, Texas. Thornton was 
physician crew member on the highly successful Skylab 
Medical Experiments Altitude Test (SMEAT) -- a 56-day sim
ulation of a Skylab mission enabling crewmen to collect 
medical experiments baseline data and evaluate equipment, 
operations, and procedures. He was also the mission spe
cialist on SMD III, a simulation of a Spacelab life sci
ences mission. 

He was a member of the astronaut support crew for the Sky
lab 2, 3 and 4 missions, and prinCipal investigator for 
Skylab experiments on mass measurement, anthropometric 
measurements, hemodynamics, and human fluid shifts and 
physical conditioning. 

As a member of the astronaut office's operations missions 
development group, Thornton was responsible for developing 
crew procedures and techniques for deployable payloads, 
and for maintenance of crew condition in flight. He has 
developed advanced techniques for and made studies in 
kinesiology and kinesimetry related to space operations. 

During STS operations he has continued physiological in
vestigations in the cardiovascular and musculoskeletal and 
neurological areas. He developed the Shuttle treadmill 
for in-flight exercise and several other onboard devices. 
His recent work has been concentrated on the Space Adap
tation Syndrome, with relevant investigations on STS-4, 
STS-5 and STS-6. 

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Thornton is a mission specialist for STS-8. 

§ I , 

-more-
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DO-IT-YOURSZLF ORBITAL DISTANCE CALCULATIONS 

To calculate mission distance flown after any number of orbits, 
aultiply average orbital altitude by 2; add earth diameter, 6888nm, 7921sm, 
12,757 km; multiply by It (3.1416) to get orbit circumference; multiply 
orbit circumference by number orbits flown. 

Example: 160nm average altitude x 2 • 3200m 
6888nm 

+ earth diameter-7208nm 
x"lt 3.1416 

22,645 om 
x number orbits 96 

• 2,173,886 run flown. 

Or, using the table below, find the circumference of an orbit corresponding 
to the average mission altitude and multiply by number of orbits flown. 

Avg Alt Orb Circum Avg Alt Orb Circum Avg Alt 

IJOom 22,456 run 155nm 22,613 run l85nm 
149am 25,928 am l78sm 26,005 am 2l3sm 
241km 41,588 kin 287km 41,879 kin 343k1n 

135run 22,488 nm 160nm 22,645 om 190nm 
155sm 25,861 am l84sm 26,042 sm 2l8sm 
250km 41,648 l<.m 296km 41,938 km 352km 

140run 22,519 nm l70nm 22,676 run 195nm 
161sm 25,897 am 195sm 26,077 sm 224sm 
259km 41,705 km 315km 41,996 km 361km 

145run 22,550 run 175nm 22,739 nm 200nm 
167sm 22,932 8m 201sm 26,150 sm 230sm 
268km 41,763 km 324km 42,113 km 370km 

150nm 22,582 om 180nm 22,770 run 285run* 
172sm 25,969 sm; 207sm 26,185 sm 328sm 
278km 41,822 km ; 333km 42,170 km 528km 

All figures rounded off to nearest whole number. 

* Solar Maximum repair altitude 

more 

Orb Circum 

22,802 run 
26,222 8m 
42,229 km 

22,833 run 
26,258 sm 
42,287 km 

22,865 run 
26,295 am 
42,346 km 

22,896 om 
26,330 8m 
42,346 km 

23,430 nm 
26,944 sm 
43,392 km 
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Director of Space Operations 
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'OWLY Thank you, John, appreciate it and appreciate the 
opportunity to be back after this flight. \\11at I'd propose that 
we do this afternoon is, let me say a couple of words Rnd then 
weld like to jump right into some slides that we, sorne 
photographs that we took on orbit, both within the vehicle and a 
few of the Earth and the surrounding atmosphere and space around 
the vehicle. I think some of them you will thoroughly enjoy. 
There are things that we saw that have not been seen before. 
Then we have a short movie that we'd like to narl'arate with you 
that takes into account the various things that happened on the 
f 1 i g h t and t hen we' 11 open up f or q \l cst ion s i f t hat's 
appropriate. Let me just slllllnarize in as few words as I can that 
I think that the flight of STS-8 was a realization of another 
step towards operational capability both in the launch countdown, 
the preflight preparation, an exciting and fireworks type of 
night launch, the accomplishment on orbit of all our mission 
objectives, the thrill on our parts of flying in a spacecraft 
that was essentially trouble-free. We had very few anamolies and 
we'd be glad to disquss any of them with you but frankly, those 
that did happen were minor and were well-handled, I thought, by 
the crew and certainly by the ground. And then finally, the 
night entry and the night landing which we think will turn itself 
over in future years into a capability that the space shuttle 
will certainly make good use of. With that introduction, I would 
like to dim the lights if we COUld. We think that we can describe 
the mission to you by the use of some of the slides and the 
movies and we'll just try to take turns doing it if we can. If 
it is possible to lower ,the aft lights, as much as possible, 
particularly some of th~ slides will show up alot better. 

Want to talk on this one, real quick? 
\ 

BLUfORD Oh, okay. L~t me talk a little bit about this 
one. This is a picture of the INSAT being deployed out of the 
payload bay of the shuttle. We had a 70m11 camera located in the 
port aft window taking a shot every second so this is a picture 
of one of those shots. You can see that the satellite left the 
payload bay very smoothly. We had no debris of any sort 
following the satellite and the rotation, the satellite rotated 
very smoothly as it left the payload bay. And there were really 
v e r y f ew C omp I i cat ion s i fan y ass 0 cia ted wit h the de p loy. 

GARDNER A couple more things on this slide that we might 
point out. The heat pipe experiment which you see down here. 
The oxygen interaction expel'iment, these two pallets in the 
ccnter, and another part of that was this section here with 
samples of some of our thermal insulation that we wanted to see 
the oxygen effects on it, the same ,as these two pallets here in 
t~e center. Next slide, please. This was the PFTA R.\lS work 
bq;inning on flight day 3. The PFTA had two grapple fixtures. 
They were numbered two and five because a few others had been 
taken off that were found to be unnecessary. Grapple fixture two 
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is just hidden behind this screen, it's where the arm is attached 
up her e . 'Ph i sis g rap pie fix t u ref i veil n d 1 ate l' i nth e mo vie, 
we'll see the arm attached to that point. H.:\1S OPS were very 
nominal and I'll describe them a little more when we get into the 
movie and you can sec some of the activity there. Next slide, 
please. As we all know, the Canadians built the Remote 
Manipulator System. This was the last flight of the test and 
evaluation phase of that arm's activity and we just put this 
slide in to let the 6anadians know that we think they did a 
wonderful job on that device and it's performed magnificently nnd 
we look for it to do great things in the future performing 
operational missions. Next slide, please. Next slide. Okay, 
into the on-orbit cabin activities. One of the first payloads 
that we got going on flight day 1 was the Continuous Flow 
Electrophoresis System built by McDonnell Douglas. Guy was the 
prime operator on flight day 1. In fact, the scene you're seeing 
here is only just a few hours into the flight just a few moments 
you saw us blast off down at KSC. Guy is taking out a dummy 
syringe that just filled the cavity during launch and has placed 
in the first syringe that contained pancrc&tic celIE, living 
pancreatic cells fOf separation. We did those cells on flight 
day 1 and then the kidney and pituitary cells on flight day 2. 
Next slide, please. This is Richard cleaning the cabin fan 
f i 1 t e r • We had a lit tIe bit 0 f d II S tin the c Rbi n d uri n g the 
flight and on several occasions, Richard got out this vacuum 
cleane"r, 0pclIed' the hole in the floor of the middeck and all the 
air that goes to the cabin goes through some filters that are 
right in this area and using the vacuum cleaner he scraped and 
removed the dust and the lint that was on those filters to allow 
the cabin to be cleaner. Next slide. 

TRULY Could we get you to dress up the focus just a little bit 
on the slide. There we go. Thank you. 

GARDNER This one's worth spending a minute on. You heard us 
talk about using a walkie talkie mode of our corrmunications 
system and what we're referring to is demonstrated in this 
picture. The unit that Dan is holding is the, is a part of our 
wireless comnunication system, the part that we normally have 
strapped to our body and this wire leads up to a earphone and a 
mike that we place on our head. It then talks to a companion 
radio unit that's mounted on one of the walls of the Orbiter. 
We, about flight day 2, went over to this system where we used 
the speaker on the wall and there's one here and one down in the 
middeck to hear, to receive from the ground. Took the microphone 
off the headset, just attached to the back of the wireless corrm 
unit and then used it as a walkie talkie. So we did our talking 
through this microphone by pressing a button on the side of the 
walkie talkie unit and did our listening and hearing of the 
ground through the speakers. That way not one of us had any 
piece of com gear attached to our person for those last 3 or 4 
days of the flight. We just passed this unit around to do the 
talking and I believe in the press conference that we did on 
orbit, you saw us handing that microphone around to talk to yalll 
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on the ground. And that worked Ollt very well. Next slide. I 
was the only one of the five of us to use the sleep restraint and 
you can see it's vcry similar to a slcep!ng bag. Dan and Dick 
slept on the flight deck in thcir scnts. Bill slept in the 
airlock in his doctor's office right between the 2 space suits 
and Guy will show you in a minute where he slept. I used this 
be c a use t his be c a usc i t wa s jus t, I f 0 U n d mo r e com for tab 1 e for 
myself. Each person had his own individual desires as far as 
sleeping. Next slide. This one speaks for itself, I think. Dr. 
Bill had quite bit of equipment onboard, 5 lockers full as I 
rrnncmber. Here he has on one of his apparatus and if you go to 
the next slide, you can see that things got fairly busy down in 
the middeck. One of us said that it looked in the middeck at 
times like an explosion in a Heathkit factory with all the wires, 
cables, meters, dials, instruments, that Bill had floating 
around. Amazingly enough, he kept track of all of it and knew 
what was going on though at times we were wondering if we were 
evel' going to get out of the mess, but he did a fine job and you 
can see that he was having a good .time doing it. Next slide, 
please. Guy is actually asleep in this picture. This was one 
evening when, it's 9n1y night when we turn out the lights and we 
were a little bit late in getting the lights in the middeck 
turned out and Guy had on his black mask to block that light out 
and he had actually gone to sleep. What he would do would be to 
run a tether which is unfortunately behind his back and not 
visibl~ here, a string essentially from his waist to one of the 
lockers that you see over in the right there just to keep himself 
from floating allover the middeck but within the constraints of 
that tether, he was free to float around and slept quite 
comfortably. Next slide. You heard us also talk alot, Dan and 
Dick especially about th~ tail glow and the glow of the payload 
bay, the tail, the 0:\1S pods. Part of that experiment was to try 
to take some photos of that and the arrangement, we darkened out 
the cockpit, put this screen up over the windows so reflections 
from inside the cockpit would not interfere, on the front of the 
35nm CRmera placed an image intensifier which essentially 
magnified the light that was in the payload bay so we could see 
the glow and the last thing of importance in this picture is that 
you can sec Dan has manufactured his own mount in order to get 
this camera to stay in the correct position, the one that we had 
worked on preflight turned out in zero G not to work out 
correctly and Dan and Dick used their imagination and made it 
work. Next slide. It turned out the glow was so visible that we 
were able to see it with our eyeballs. The image intensifier was 
actually not necessary to see the glow especially when we got 
down to the 120-mile orbit where the oxygen atoms were more 
prevalent. This picture to prove that was taken not with that 
image intensifier but with the 35nm camera with ASA-400 film in 
there in a slight time exposure as you can see by the movement of 
the stars. So you can sec the glow is very apparent going over 
the 0:\1S pod, the tail. This curve right here is the top of the 
sunshield and the PA1\1. You can see a slight glow there and if 
you look carefully you can even sec the surfaces of the wings are 
glowing. This picture was taken while we were in the attitde 
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that we called the EOIM nttitute, the oxygen intpfnction attitude 
where the nose is pointed towards the earth and the payload bay 
was going forward into the velocity vector such that the oxygen 
atoms were having their most effect on the surface of the 
orbiter. Next slide. 

TRULY Next, Dan and I would like to take YOll through some 
Earth views. Before we do let me tell you that this flight 
because of the night launch and the geometry provided a crew with 
he first view in a long, long time of the Southern Hemisphere, 
Africa, South America, Australia, the Indonesian Islands. And 
essentially on orbit for us as we crossed the equator moving 
south, we generally moved into sunrise and as sunset came we knew 
that we were crossing the equator moving northbound on the orbit, 
within and that's of course within about 10 degrees of 
latitude. This photograph is of a lake very high up in the Andes 
l\lountains in South America. Next slide, please. 

BRANDENSTEIN This is also in the Andes between Argentina and 
Chile. We have the Pacific Ocean ncar the top of tpe photograph 
and then you can se~ the dust storms in the high Andes plateaus 
blowing out the dust out across and even comes down here in the 
lower corner crossing over some of the clouds in the lower lands 
tot he cas t 0 f the mo u n t a ins . N ext s 1 ide, pIe a s e . 

TRULY" This is, as you know, we reported seeing some 
volcanoes that were active during the flight. This just shows 
you how easy it was to see them and, as a matter of fact, these 
slides are really poor compared to what the eye can see. But 
here right in -the center of the frame is smoke trailing from an 
active volcano and if you look closely at just at this one 
photograph, you can see a number of volcanoes just on these 
islands that are in this frame. Next slide, please. 

BRANDENSTEIN Okay, this is right dead center in the picture is 
the island of Bora Bora in the Tahitian chain and these islands, 
the center part of the island is, was formed by a volcanic action 
many eons ago and the rings around them are coral reefs that have 
been built up. These islands are, according to geologists, 
slowly, ever so slowly sinking into the ocean and eventually ITillny 
years down the road, the, probably all would be left is the atoll 
surrounding them. 

TRULY Next please. One of the most exciting things for 
us to see was to be able to cross the continent of Australia many 
times in the daylight and one of the, our objectives in 
documentation from the flight was the Great Barrier Reef to the 
northeast of the Australian continent. It was a, it is a long 
chain of barely visible, and in sOlne cases, submerged reefs. 
It's the longest outer shelf reef in the world and had never been 
fully documented. This is an example of the southern edge of 
that reef and if we missed any part of it, I sure don't know what 
it could have been because I think we took a photograph of every 
bit 0 fit. I t wa s jus t be aut i f u I. We we rea Iso ask edt 0 
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J document it with known portions of the land mass even though 
"'" this, these are small islands <tno the coast is just off this 

frame so that survey maps could be made of the reef. Next, 
please. This is one that I talked to the HOllston, on the air-to
ground about. It's something that suprised me. It's out in cast 
c c n t r a I Au s t r ali a • I g 1 an c ed, I was sit ti n g 0 v e r i n my sea tan d 
glanced over Dan's shoulder and looked obliquely down at the 
Australian continent and just jumping out at me was what appeared 
to be a perfectly circular feature there that had not been 
briefed to us and I thought it might be evidence of a very 
ancient impact crater or a perhaps a dome feature. I might point 
out that we had flown over this many times and taken some 
vertical photography of it and had not seen it because of its 
scale. It turns out that this is a very large, complex river 
basin. You can see the tr.ibutaries of the river as they 
circumvent this area and large complex drainage patterns that are 
generally dry but in the flash floods do fill up naturally. As 
it turns out, I think it is, I've been told since the flight that 
the best guess is that it is not an impact crater. And when 
looked at vertically, it turns out that it's not perfectly round, 
it's, however, from.this view it looked like that and so we 
questioned it and it did cause at least some geological looking 
at this area. Next, please. 

BRANDF:.NSTEIN Oh, we did see and photograph some actual impact 
craters. Right here in the center is Goss's Bluff crater which 
is in the central part of Australia. It's a meteor crater of, I 
don't know how old it is but it's relatively new compared to some 
crater impacts we'll show you later. Also on both extremes of 
the photogruph, you see some folded, what the geologists call 
folded mountains and that's part of the McDonald range. Next 
slide, please. 

TRULY This is an interesting feature that just stood out 
like a sore thumb from orbit but frankly had not bcen mapped and 
on present maps is really isn't shown as this shows it. We have 
2 photographs. What stood out so much to the eye was a series of 
faults in this large area here. First, and the thing that was 
unusual was that they're long and straight but they go in 3 very 
different directions. These fault lines are essentially 
perpendicular to these and even a third set of fault lines 
bisects them. This was taken with lOOmn lens with a 70rrrn 
l~sselblad camera. The next slide, please, we'll show you the 
same area taken wi th a; 250rrm lens and again you can, you can see 
these long linear faults that just criss-cross the area. Again 
we had not been briefed on this. We asked about it on the air
to-ground and we were told that there was a large area in this 
general vicinity that was rich in uranium mining, but the ground 
maps just don't quite show it the way it way it shows up to the 
eye. Next, please. 

BRANDENSTEIN Okay, in Africa, we also, there's an unique 
geological feature and that's the, called, liThe great dike of 
Zimbabwe" and that's that line Richard's pointing out with the 
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arrow there. It's an ancient geological feature and you can see 
near the top and about a third of the way down that subsequent to 
its formation, there have been faults and the earth's plates have 
been shifting. And you can see the fault lines running al~ost 
per pen die u 1 art hat h a vee a use d s h i f t sin the d ike the l' e • N ext 
slide, please. This is the area around Johannesburg, South 
Africa, and we were talking, these are some ancient, much older 
impact craters that have been rounded off. Richard is pointing 
to one there. There is also one down here and there's a series 
of several more that arc off the photograh here but these are 
considered by geologists to be very ancient impact craters and as 
probably most of you know, the area around Johannesburg is very 
rich in various types of minerals and diamonds. Next slide, 
please. 

TRULY This is actually a photograph of an underwater, the 
very tip of an underwater cement down to the cast, I think of 
Australia if I recall right. It's called Mermaid Reef. Next, 
please. 

BRA.l{])ENSTEIN This ~s a picture of Henderson Island down in the 
south Pacific. It was one of the areas they were interested in 
us getting photographs of. It's, no previous photographs of 
it. It's not very well mapped and it's being considered as a 
possible forward abort site for shuttle launches out of 
Vandenburg. ObviolJsly, there arc no runways there yet or 
anything but it's ~ne of the few pieces of land between 
Vandenburg and the South Pole and it's being considered as a 
candidate for a forward abort site. 

TRULY It's interesting that we, prior to the flight, we 
were provided the best scale maps and underwater fathom soundings 
around this island and it was dated in the last century. The 
island is uninhabited and also you can see, you can see the wind 
is blowing from this direction down and you can see little cloud 
wakes being formed from the tip of the island. 

TRULY Next slide, please. This is an interesting view, 
and the next several views are going to be views of the ocean. 
This is an island in the Indonesian chain. The current is flowing 
and the wind is blowing as a matter of fact from the left to the 
right. You can see that the wind is causing wind streaks to be, 
or wakes to be formed which is, you'll sec over and over again in 
many islands out in the open water. But also interestingly 
enough, you can sec here on the edge literally, a wake being 
formed by the island even as it if it were a ship sailing through 
this sea. Next, please. 

BRfu"l'DENSTEIN Most people, you pretty much think of the ocean as 
being very large, quiet body of water but on STS-2, they had the 
SIR-A which WRS a side-looking, very high resolution radar Rnd 
they noticed some eddies in the data we got back from back so 
subsequent shuttle flights, we started paying more attention to 
the ocean and we've been talking to oceanographers and they've 
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been very excited about some of the dynamic patterns in ocean 
, •. > currents that arc out there that have been previously 

undocumented. So with the proper sun angle, you get a glint off 
the water and you can document some of these. Here you can see, 
a very dynamic ~art of thc ocean with the eddies going in all 
directions and currents and the oceanographers get very excited 
and are still in the process of trying to explain some of this 
phenomena. Next sli~e, please. 

TRULY This one is another ocean photograph of more eddies 
taken higher in the sun glint and it's not as easy to sec and as 
a matter of fact, one of the things we have learned is the way to 
view.to the ocean from space is to watch the surface as the 
surface goes into the edge of the sun glint but even here, you 
can see up in the bright, you can see alot of structure in the 
water. This is not as striking to you I'm sure as to us who on 
the period of 6 days saw thousands and thollsands of square miles 
of ocean and much of it was absolutely still and for some reason 
on occasion which is trying to be understood now certain currents 
on certain, under certain conditions seemed to have alot of 
structure in them. ,Next slide, please. I think this is the 
final one of the ocean surface photographs that we have. Again, 
you can see some clear eddies, there are some that, some of you 
I'm sure cannot see toward the bottom of this frame. This 
feature right here which looks like an imperfection in the film 
actually is not, it is more than likely an undersea mount. I 
don't know how deep it is. This is in the, I believe in the 
series of 6 or 8 shots that were taken in the sun glint between 
the cast African coast nnd Madagasgnr. And this feature appears 
in eRch one of them as the camera frames walked across the 
area. Next, please. 

BR.ANDENSTEIN Okay, this is probably one of the most amazing 
phcn~nena that we found on this flight. And we kind of lucked 
into it. Dale Gardener was taking both 16rrm movies and 35nm 
photos of the windows glowing as we reentered. And he noticed on 
his shoulder there was some flashing Bnd he looked up in the 
overhead" window and you could see some light flashing back there 
but he couldn't see any structure or anything so he just took the 
camera blindly over his shoulder, both 16mm, and you'll see some 
of that in the movie and the 35mn still and just took a shot back 
towards the tail, out of the overhend window. And what you have 
here is yet to be explained, but a good guess is that it IS some 
of the heating ionized. air that causes a glow on reentry forming 
rnore less of a wake back over the back of the payload bay. Now 
we went up to the mock up thinking that possibly the tail of the 
vehicle is hidden in here somewhere but both Dale and I went to 
the rnock up and verified that there is no way from where he was 
holding the camera that you could see the tail so this is just 
straight ionized gas reforming in 8 wake behind the vehicle. 
N ext s lid e, pIc as e • We h a v e a seq u c n ceo f s eve r a I 0 f the s e, i t 
Inoves around from side to side. You can see on the stills, you 
can't see it in the movie when we get to that but you CRn see the 
flow pattern in that. And obviously, it looks like a very hot 
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lonterial. 

TRULY I think it's the next slide please. I think it's 
worth pointing out that because we were, we landed for those of 
you who got up to watch the landing. You remember it was in the 
middle of the night and our entire entry was in the darkness and 
so we had the first opportunity to sec the entry glow from its 
start to its finish and this was a unexpected and added question 
of the plasma behind the vehicle. Ncxt slide, plcase. This is a 
photograph that again that Dale took from behind Dan's seat. You 
can see the heads up display glass here in front of Dan. You can 
see at this point that the glow and you'll sec this later in the 
film is generally still orange in the front windows but you can 
see here that it's white hot here on the edge windows and even 
though this looks laminar or very smooth, when you were looking 
at i t wit h you r eye b all from abo uta f 0 a tor two a way, It\\' as 
very, very turbulent In this white hot area and you could see the 
differentiation between the laminar or smooth flow and the 
turbulent flow in the boundary layer. 

TRULY Want to mention those little. 

TRULY No. Okay, next slide, please. Here is a 
later photograph taken from the sanle position but over to my side 
of the cockpit and you can see that now the color is gone from 
orange~ to white hot. And again, it looks nice and smooth from 
here but it didn't look nice and smooth from inside that glass. 
And neither Dan nor I was brave enough to reach up and touch the 
inside glass with our pinkie. Next please. I guess that's the 
end of the slides that we had. We've got a movie that's about 16 

. or 17 minutes long that I think will have some other things that 
you'll enjoy seeing so as long as the lights are already down, if 
we could go ahead and start the movie, we'll continue our trip 
through the flight. 

BRANDENSTEIN Okay, we'll be starting off here again before lift 
off. We did n 't t a k e any s till s d uri n g 1 i f t off. Th ere's the 
vehicle on the pad the night of the launch. Unfortunately, you 
can't sec the lightning and the rain as we depart our quarters 
heading out to the pad. Once again it doesn't show but it was 
raining cats and dogs and I think each of us in the crew were not 
real confident that we were going to get off. Here's a picture 
in the cockpit before lift off. That's looking over Richard's 
shoulder and we got off a little bit late, but we did get to go 
and the 3 main engines started just fine and we're running very 
smoothly when it was a little bit of vibration in the cockpit. 
The SRB's lit off and it became very bright that you can see 
right here. It was just like day in the cockpit and all during 
first stage, we didn't need lights in the cockpit. It was plenty 
bright. The vibration was pretty much like other crews have 
explained in the cockpit during first stage. We were shaking 
around a little bit but nothing you couldn't handle and from 
reports of people on the ground, they got a pretty spectacular 
show. From inside the cockpit looking out, it looked like you 
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kind of expect it to look like at the top of this. Like you V-lere 
\-,/ looking into a cloud with a bright light. There was just a glow 

all arollnd the cockpit and once we got up and away from the 
ground a little bit, you couldn't see the ground anymore and it 
just looked like you were in the middle of a glowing ball. 

TRULY Wh i c h we we r e • 

BRANDENSTEIN Which we WOl'e. You can soe out the windows there, 
that's sort of a representation. Here we are going through well 
you just missed it, went through the cloud deck there which kind 
of reflected a little more light back in the cockpit. Now, this 
is just going through the cloud deck at about 20,000 feet. You 
can see the vibration isn't too bad and we're all in there busily 
checking our instruments being sure that everything is running 
properly. The next scene you'll sec from the cockpit is when the 
solid rocket boosters departed and that was really a bright, 
bright flash. And after that, there wasn't as much flashing or 
brightness in the cockpit until, I mean external tank. Thore's 
the sep of the SRB's. That's when those rockets pu~h it away and 
it really gets brig~t. 

BLUFORD Okay,once we got on orbit, the view from space was 
just spectacular and this is just an indication of that, this 
from the cockpit. One of the objectives of our mission was to 
deploi the INSAT satellite and this is the cockpit arrangement 
associated with deploying the satellite. In this particular 
view, Dan is actually operating the 16nm camera panning the 
cockpi t. You can see Dick over thel'e on the left. He's sort of 
supervising the operation. There's Dale, he's going to be 
handling the cameras and the switches and I'm working from the 
eomnander's seat up front sending out comnands through keyboard 
and talking to the PAM and satellite through CRT display. You 
can see (garble), that was basically our arrangrunent. Dan sat in 
the pilot scat during this operation sort of monitoring the 
motion of the vehicle, making sure that it was steady Rnd that 
there were very few vibrations of any sort. There's a picture of 
the INSAT actually being deployed from the spacecraft. You can 
see that the deploy went very smoothly at the moment of deploy, 
there was a large thump and as I said, the spacecraft was 
deployed very smoothly and there were no vibrations or no 
precession of the satellite as it left the payload bay. Matter 
of fact, Dale pointed out that about 1 minute, 20 seconds after 
deployment you could see some of the jets on the spacecraft 
actually firing as part of the nutation control associated with 
the spacecraft. Another aspect of our mission was checking out 
the TDRS network and so the shuttle flew various different 
attitudes during the mission checking out the Ku-band Rnd this is 
a picture of the Ku-band antenna that was llsed to check out the 
TDRS satellite. We found that the conmunications were excellent 
both up and down and that's going to be a real advantage for us 
in future missions. 

GARDNER Another task, of course was the work with the RMS 
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find the PFTA, the Payload Flight Test Article. This view, I had 
, the 16nm camera and tricd to give you a look at what the R\1S, the 

unn looks like in its normal berth position. Here it is stowed 
as it is for launch and entry llnd those times on orbit when it's 
not actually being used, it actually rolls in on those pylons, 
those mounts that you can sec on the bottom. The, this is a view 
in the aft flight deck. I'm over at the arm station and Richard 
is to the left to fly the vehicle. Here you can see the arm 
going in towards the' grapple fixture #5, remember that's the one 
on the front of the PFTA. You can see here, it looks like we're 
losing the view of the arm as it goes behind the DFI pallet in 
the front. Howcver, from the cockpit, that was a very 
comfortable thing to do and it never appeared to us that we were 
getting close to contact. This is lifting the PFTA out in direct 
mode or I'm moving one joint at a time again on grapple fixture 
5. And here's a shot with grapple fixture 2. A lot of the tests 
wear:etputtinlttthe arT and.the PFTA uD.in various configurations an nen pu't Ing pu ses Into tfle orOlter or Into ttlc arm and 
seeing what the relative motions were between the two. So while 
we were dOing that, of course, we got some fantastic views of the 
Earth down below and had the camera always at the rcady to get 
good pictures. Arm operations were extremely smooth. Richard and 
I had no problcms operating it from the aft flight deck. You can 
sce that we didn't bother to restrain ourselvcs in anyway when we 
didn't want to and the whole task was very easy. We did on 
flight~ day 5 something that suprised us all as far as thc views 
go and that is a look at the underside of the vchicle. This task 
has always been in our repertoire. It's bcen in the checklist 
but we've had to use it. Dick worked on it some in STS-2 in 
anticipation of being able to look at tile. Here you can see the 
view of the underside is cxtremely clear and then again, these 
are 1 6nm rna vie s rna d e off the T. V. f i 1m sot h e T. V. i s I' e all y mu c h 
better than this. Here we zoom in, I think on one of the 
elevons. This is the port elevon which is down a little bit then 
you can see that with the real VTR film, you're almost able to 
make out numbers on individual tiles. We're really suprised at 
the great view that we got with this technique. The arm, of 
course, was hidden from us. It was down around the bottom of the 
vehicle. So we really couldn't see it. This series, you can see 
some vcrnicr jets firing in the back of the vehicle. And after 
the next onc, watch how the vernier jets firings excite the glow 
a r au n d the 0:'1S pod. Yo u can see itt h c r e • I t get s ve r y b rig h t 
for a few seconds and then slowly fadcs away. But even at its 
dimnest, you can see that you can still see the glow and it was 
even more apparent to us with our eyeballs. Here we're setting 
up for an on orbit m1S burn, we're getting some things ready in 
the middcck. There's the O:\1S engines firing out the back and now 
watch what happens in the middeck. That's 1/16th of a G. Each 
of the O:'l1S's engines is one foot per second squared for a total 
of 2 feet per second squared and that 1/16th of G felt like alot 
to us after being up there for 3 or 4 days. And you can sec the 
acceleration on the tape. It kceps wanting to go back towards 
the aft bulkhead because we're accelerating forward towards the 
left of the screen. This is the final work on one of the CFES 
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snrnplcs. The sf1rnple hils alrcady becn SC[Hll'ated, the cells are 
individual partitions in that tray. I was, you saw me there, 
shaking the tray to make sure the cells mixed with the nutrient 
materials that had been pl'cviollSly placed in those cells. I'm 
now putting the whole collector tray back into a cooler where it 
remRined for the rest of the flight. Bill. 

TlIOH.>ffO~ Yes, this is an old man in space taking a walk on 
his walker and here we have some of the long suffering crewmen 
being subjected to a variety of studies looking at various 
aspects of the vestibular control system, the electronics there, 
worked very well in that mode. It's rather simple but I would 
compare the quality of the records and such that we obtained to 
those of labs on Earth. This is another aspect looking at how 
well one can coordinate eye and hands in a complex tracking 
task. There were, then finally, I guess most of you have seen 
these in which you turn your head while the, you rctract both the 
head and cye motion which again allows one to see how wcll the 
eyes are capable of tracking and how they're affected. 

TRULY These next few scenes just show some other 
activity. You'll notice how clean the middeck is, that we kept 
this way the entire flight. And now actually, I'm going down 
there to change the cabin temp controller which is underneath the 
middeck floor and you can see just by floating and an occasional 
toe lc-aning up on something that you can do your work. And it's 
one of the reasons in 0 gravity and on orbit that people can work 
such long hours and not get tired. It's just a delight to work 
in that environment. This is a little scene on preparing the 
meal. Each of these food, cach is an individual food tray and 
we've had you'll see here in a moment, we've had several calls 
for guys for major league scouts, looking for infielders. But 
generally after a couple of days on orbit, we found that one or 
two of the guys 
could set up a meal for all of the crew in just 8 or 10 minutes 
and it was quite convicnent Rnd provided a really nice way to 
stop work for a little while and have a hot meal. It was a lot 
of fun. This is a task about twice a day we had to change the 
lithium hydroxide canisters also underneath the middeck floor. 
We had a shopping list of just engineering duties that we had to 
perform that we've, on each of the flights we're trying to record 
just so that training for future crcws can go well and this is an 
example of one of them. These canisters are used to scrub the 
air, so that it'll be clean and easy to use. You'll notice, this 
is a, that the seats except for the conmanders and the pi lots 
seat up on the flight deck, the Mission Specialists scats for 
ascent Bnd entry are dismantled after you get on orbit and there 
very difficult in l-g and very heavy to man handle to install, 30 

we, this is real time, we set up a TV camera or at least Dale nnd 
Bill and Guy did. And then about 2 minutes from the time they 
untaped ~he chair until Dale had strapped into it and was sitting 
the I' e was jus t a co u pIe 0 f min ute san d its jus tag 0 ode x amp 1 e 0 f 
how easy it is to work in zero graVity. That kind of ends up our 
on orbit part of the film. Now we're going to talk briefly about 
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the entry and landing. This is 16 mn photogr'aphy tuken by Dale 
of the front windows, again you CRn see the glow which now is 
orange in color. And as we described before, these are the 
pulses taken by Dale by holding a camera and looking aft and 
above his head, above the tail. We have and this is real time 
incidently, this pulsing is happening at the frequency that 
you're seeing it, it is not understood at the moment, we've shown 
it to the thermal folks and its going to take a little, a little 
thinking to describe what it is that we're seeing, this. is 
pro b a b 1 Y a lit tIe Ion g for the pre sse 0 n f c l' c n c e • We 1 eft t his 
entire sequence in so that our engineering friends could take a 
look at it. One last shot, panning of the cockpit with the glow 
as it started out, changing colors. Up high it was sort of a 
salmon color and finally got white hot. This is the landing as 
seen through an infrared camera that was out at Ed\\'ards 
transported down ther6 from the Navy weapons center at China 
Lake. You'll notice it's infrared so actually the vehicle was 
not vis a b let 0 any bod Y t hat wa s the I' eat t his poi n t • Th e 
brighter areas are the hottest and so you can see the red hot or 
white hot nose cone there and if you look carefully you can see 
that the window areas are also hotter. It's so good that you sec 
the gear deplo~ment, and you can see that black area or actually 
the cold rubber main tires and we defy Hollywood to match this 
sequence. This is the Challenger coming in for landing on runway 
22 at Edwards. You'll see us kicking up a little bit of dust off 
the runvlUY surface. There's the touchdown which was fairly 
smooth and all I can say for the landing is my hat is off to the 
people that helped us develop the IIeads Up Display and the night 
lighting system and to the great work that was in support for the 
last year, generally in the middle of the night to the folks out 
in our shuttle training aircraft that provided Dan and me with 
the training that it took to, to accomplish this first night 
landing. Finally at the end here's the crew holding on for dear 
life to the rails to make sure that don't embarrass themselves 
walking down these steps but actually by now people, everybody 
was readapt i ng qu i ck ly to l-g and I hope th is movi e pro trays to 
you the fact that we had a lot of fun on the flight because if it 
doe sit wa see r t a i n 1 y a e cur ate. J 0 h n, I g u e sst hat con c 1 u des the 
presentation that we'd like to make and so if we could open it up 
to questions. 

PAO Questions here in Houston, first. John Getter. 

JOHN GETTER (KHOU ) I ' vet wo que s t ion s, fir s t 0 f a I 1 for 
Comnander Truly, when you came back from STS-2, you said your 
biggest impression was that there was no borders. And you came 
back from this flight and announced that you were going to go 
into the business of protecting ours. Given the exhilaration 
that you experienced on a flight, I would imagine there is a lot 
of second thoughts that you had. I'd like you to address those 
and also tell me what insights do you think the fact that you 
have been, what insights are you given, because you have been in 
space as you go into this new job. 
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THULY \\'ell, it's, the thing that is bcnring most on my 
mind frankly to go off in a different direction i.lnrl onc that 
excites me very much is the price that YOll pay in lenving an 
organization and a group of guys thnt is envolved in such 
discovery nno in such a fun business of flying in spnce. I mCHnt 
what I said on STS-2 that one of the gl'eat things about it is 
that you see the world 8S from a larger perspective and I think 
if anything that's certainly increases in your feelings Rnd 
dcsire to keep the world for pence. I've been in the Navy since 
I was 17 years old. It's sent me to college, it got me a flying 
career, they send down here to Houston. [hate to leave but I'm 
looking forward to going back. I mllst say that even in our 
flight, I think its another demonstration that a8 peaceful as we 
thought the Earth was in space, there were, the norrnal things we 
do to ourselves were going on on Earth and I hate to leave this 
phase of the spRee program but I'm certninly looking forward to a 
different challenge in the Navy space conmftnd. 

PAO John, any fOllowup? 

GE'M'ER Second question separate, for either Guy Bluford or 
Dale Gardner. 'There were reports that you were able to sec an 
object striking the satellite as it went out and that may have 
contributed to the difficulities they had in deploying the solar 
arrnys, anything to that? .. 
BLUFORD Visually, when we did deploy the INSAT, we 
didn't see anything. It seemed as if it when very smoothly and 
that there were no, there was no debris at nIl Associated with 
the deployment. During the taping, reviewing the taping of the 
deployment, there seems to have been an object that came out of 
the payload bay and NASA's right now trying to investigate that 
to determine if that is really the clise Hnd what that. Object is. 

GETTER But it did, something apparently did strike the 
satellite then? 

BLUFORD Well, we're not even sure of that. And that's what 
\ ... 'e're tl'ying to decide on now. There's something on the video, 
on the VTn tape and we're in the process of determining if it is 
an object and what it is and did it actually hit the satellite 
and where and just what. 

PAO Anything further here in Houston? Carlos Byars. 

BYARS Yes, Dr. Thornton, what, how did your experiments 
go? Just a first guess and there has been a report and I don't 
what to get into our problems with who enn talk about who got 
sick. But lIve believe you have already discussed the fact that 
you did. How was it up there? 

THORNTON It was great. It is an environment unlike anything 
that we can provide here on Earth. It's a truly unique 
environment for studying the hUman mechanism, organism, if you 
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studies and one is to remove functions tlnd see whRt happens and 
we can't, we have many functions that arc dedicated to one-g, to 
is I' a v i t y, fig h tin g g r a v i t y i f you wi 1 1. \i'o r kin g \\' i t h g r H v i t yon 
Ellrth, ther.3's no way we can remove those, except in space, so 
from a physiological viewpoint, it's very exciting. Now corning 
down more specifically to the primary reasons for my being there 
which was investigation, and measurements of the way the human 
body, particularly the neurological system ndaptes to 
weightlessness. It had all of the benefits and possibly a few 
didn't even expect of being aule to study it. As for the 
results, all I can say is that I have not hAd time to even sec 
all the dAta yet. I am looking. The data that I have seen is 
exciting. It, everything worked with the exccption, one minor 
exception which was by no means essential to the mission, a 
simple monitored, comnercial monitor didn't work but didn't 
affect the data tRke and evcry measurement that I went up to /I1[tke 
was done and with excellent results from it, and sorry for taking 
so long. 

BYARS 1'\.,,0 other quick items, one I saw when you were 
c han gin g the 1 r t h i urn can i s t e r s, for the fir s t time, a tIe as t t hat 
I noticed, you were wearing face masks. Is that a new something, 
a new wrinkle or I just hadn't noticed it before, and secondly 
Dr. Thornton, when you got off, the end of the flight, you were 
\'{caring something around your waist, I don't know what that was. 

THORNTON I was always wearing something. Every shot you 
ever saw up there, I \,.,'8S, I isten, when I was too busy to work I 
had machines working for me. That was a blood pressure recorder, 
the larger item was a blood pressure recorder which was 
continually recording heart rate and blood pressure as we cume 
back on reentry, I had the silnilar thing on launch and also 
during orbital studies and, of course, frequently take the thing 
horne with me and such as that so that I was making continuous 
recordings. I was also doing some other recordings as well Rt 
the time. I tried not to waste a minute. 

BYAHS What about the mask? 

TRULY And Bill did not waste a minute, I assure you. The 
masks that were, yes we were using these little blue, what we 
call quarantine masks or just surgical masks. It turns out when 
you take those large lithium hydroxide canisters and as carefully 
as you may and remove the cover, and then open the container and 
get the old one out and put it in, you stir up a little of the 
dust, even though its not visual, you, and if you get a whiff of 
it, its, it doesn't do you in, but it's not, you know it's not 
pleasant, makes you cough for 3 or 4 minutes and we found with 
the little masks that it just wasn't a problem and so it just 
made the job a little more pleasant. 

PAO Justin Ervitts, did you have something here. Okay, 
your name and affiliation please. 
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l ~,~ ]\1JKE WILLIA\1S0N (KJOJ) I have two qUick questions. Fit'st of 
all for Comnander Truly, do you stand by your comllent that A 

civilian could have flown on this spaceflight without any problem 
and second, do you compare Challenger to Columbia as a space 
vehicle that could fly just as true as the original? 

TRULY Yes, a civilian did fly. Bill's a civilian and he 
did fly. No seriously, yes I do stand by that. I think as we 
look into the future, NASA as you know has a plan for flying 
people in space that have less than the rigorous astronaut 
training that you're used to. And I think with the proper care 
and the proper prebriefing that they, that NASA will do that and 
I think we could have done it on this flight. As to the 
Challenger und the Columbia, I could hardly tell I was in a 
different spacecraft, I really couldn't. And particually during 
the flying which I did both on orbit, the automatic system flew 
the entry for us and then I took the airplane and flR\V it from 
about ~fuch 1, or a little less than ~fuch 1 overhead Edwards about 
50,000 feet to the touchdown or through the rollout and the 
stop. It's a beautiful flying machine just like the Columbia and 
I might add, just like the Enterprise was. We've /nade 3 of a 
kind ships and it's a beauty to fly. 

PAO Tom Koch. Tom Koch. 

KOCH Comnander Truly, did you notice on this mission any 
increasing evidence of atmospheric polution on Earth, did the 
skies look cloudier than they did on STS-2? 

TRULY No, I really didn't. I was fortunate enough in the 
two flights to, because of our night landing to see both 
h~nispheres and I count that as a real plus to look back on to, 
on STS-2 if my memory of looking out was of Asia, the Himalayas, 
East Africa to Japan and across thc Pacific. And on this flight 
we had so much more time that we literally got to look around the 
globe except that America for example was always at night. We 
flew directly overhead or about 75 miles south of Houston and we 
could go to the window and see the Center here. We could see the 
Gulf Freeway, the Loop, Downtown, Seabrook, Galveston, the cities 
right down the coast and follow right across New Orleans and the 
Cape and Florida, it was magnificant. I must say though that I 
didn't notice any, any difference in pollution. 

PAO We'il take one more question here in Houston and 
then go to NASA headquarters in WasJiington. Olive Talley. 

TALLEY (Up!) Yes, this is di rected to Guy Bluford. Dick 
said that he came home from space with a broader and larger 
perspective. What about you? Did your perspective change, has 
your attitude or feelings, first of all towards your being the 
first Black in spaco., but secondly an overall perspective, is it 
different also? 
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nLUFORD I think it was somewhat of what I expected in the 
sense that the view was spectatular Bnd the experience of zero-g 
was exhilarating, but I think the thing that plcased me the most 
was how enjoyable an experience it was. Very interesting, 
exciting experience, very enjoyable experience. I feel very 
honored to have worked with this crew and to have had the 
opportunity to do some of the fine things that we did on our 
particular mission and I just consider it a fabulous 
experience. Just a very enjoyable experience. 

PAO We'll go to the other centers now and then come 
back here to HOllston to catch up any remaining questions and 
first to NASA Headquarters in Washington. 

This is NASA Headquarters. 

IM.RRY ROSENTHAL (AP) Conmander Truly, on the last day, you did 
around the world TV, and I wondered if you'd describe what that 
shows or how that turned out? 

TRULY It's something that I, you may detect from my 
expanding on tl1e answers from looking at the Earth, how that 
excited me on STS-2 and it did again on STS-S. I had this idea 
that we could use the payload bay cameras and using the color 
cameras during the daylight hours and the black and white which 
cnmeras during the nighttime hours of our orbit, that we could 
start over a landmass which we picked out and it turned out to be 
the Australian land mass and just turned on the cameras and point 
them back at Earth and make a continuous documentary film of one 
trip around the world, for no other purpose just to do that for 
however it turned out. I learned a lot about TV operations 
during that hour and a half. And frankly, found that I'm not a 
qualified professional TV operator, however, in general, I think 
it was successful. My frustrations were simply that I had not 
had time to practice it ahead of time. I found out that what one 
really needs is a spotter, someone that can see what's coming so 
that the camera can be trained at interesting views, but even, we 
did get three full cassettes of the Earth, for those that are 
interested it shows beautiful views of land masses, oceans, 
clouds, a sunrise and a sunset and some spectacular night 
photography of thunderstorms on the Earth, ci ti es. We flew over 
Florida and I tilted the camera down to get a view of the Cape 
area where we had left. We also put it on the horizon and 
watched the constellation Orion rise above the horizon. It's 
probably not going to win any Errmys, but it was a lot of fun 
doing. And I frankly think if somebody put a little more effort 
into it, and were a little better than I am at TV operations, 
that it might be on interesting thing and a very peaceful hour 
and a half worth of TV viewing. 

ROSENTHAL Second question please, are the rats right now 
holding a postflight news conference, too? 

TRULY As a matter of fact, Bill you want to •.. 
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~.~ 'fHOHNTO~ No, I think they arc probably talking it quietly 
over amongst themselves but at the same time that is .'\]nes 
responsibility now for the rats, so I think you should direct the 
qucstion in that direction. 

LASZLO roSA, VOICE OF A\lERICA For Dr. Thornton. At the 
landing, you appeared to be a little bit more llnstcady on your 
feet than your cOlleagues. Do you have any explanation for that? 

THORNTO~ No, you' L'e the fi rst that's told me that. I wasn't 
aware of that. At the same time, I'd be interested in your 
observations. 

DO SA We 1 1, t a k can 0 the rIo 0 kat the v ide 0 • 

THORNTON Okay, no I wasn't aware of that. Seriously, when 
one comes back, remember what has happened. You just as when you 
go to oceans on the sea, you develop, you develop sea legs, so 
when you're in space, you simply don't use your legs except for 
quite different things and there is no question that anyone that 
goes up and co~es back has changes in, changes, marked changes in 
the kinesthetic senses. Everyone walks with a, everyone walks 
with a slightly sinusoidal action. I did not walk into any walls 
which sometimes happens when you underturn a turn and so it 
simp I y t a k e s a bit 0 f g E' t tin gus edt 0, but I wi 1 I be i n t ere s ted 
in looking at the video and seeing, itls one of the things as a 
matter of fact that does deserve for the study, however, let me 
say that so far as I know, I was able to navigate every place I 
had to navigate and was certainly on my feet carrying the garbage 
out without difficulity the following morning. 

CRAIG O)VAULT (AVIATION WEEK) In talking to some of your 
colleagues in the last week, they said to be sure and ask you to 
describe external tank scp and to get you to lise your hands to do 
it and maybe since Dan hasn't said too much there, he'd like to 
do that. 

BRANDENSTEIN Well external tank sop was, no external hl.nk sep, I 
think was probably the biggest surprise on ascent that we as a 
crew ex peri en c cd. We we r e ex per i en c i n gal 0 t o· f 1 i g h t from bot h 
the solid rocket boosters and from the separation of the solid 
rocket boosters. In second stage, I didn't get to talk to it 
much during the f~lm because the film goes pretty fast. But all 
t h r 0 ugh sec 0 n d s tag e we co u Ids e e the rna i n eng i n e s f 1 ash i n g. I t 
was a reflection apparently off of the external tank. We could 
see it over the nose in the front cockpit and Dale can describe 
what he saw looking out the back window and he might want to do 
that before I go into the ET sep portion of it. 

GARDNER Well, Craig during, during first and second stage I 
on John Fabian's advice from flight 7, lroked back through that 
overhead window, the same one that we saw the entry views of, W7, 
and even though itls over my head, the view I got was looking 
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back towards the main engines and the SREs. During second stage 
I was able to see the edge of the main engine plume as it 
expanded as the angle of the cone that it formed became greater 
and greater as the atmospheric pressure become less. And I'd 
expected to see some of that pIwnc but I thought the edge of it 
would be very well defined, a slow movement as that (:one became 
larger, however that was not the case. It was very dynamic, that 
it was a orange-red ball of fire that was bouncing around, it, in 
fact it, at first I thought we had a unstable main engine and I 
asked Dan on several occasions during second stage to check the 
engines to make sure that everything looked okay, Rnd he assured 
me that they were alright. So its just a phcnomenon that we, 
that I hadn't expected or nobody had seen before and the pll~e is 
very dynamic during the middle to final stages of second stage. 

BRANDENSTEIN Well going back, well, I hate to correct my 
colleague from the back seat, but it was more than several times 
he asked how the main engines were doing. I spent most of my 
second stage telling Dale that the main engines were looking like 
they were doing alright. Getting back to the ET sep, as I said, 
we saw something there, we hadnlt expected or were prepared for 
it. In the si~ulator when you do an ET sep, you see three red 
lights go out, and you get a little bit of a thump. And that's 
abo uti t. I n rea I I i f eat n i g h t, w hen you do an ET s e p, you get 
a flash of light that was practically as bright as the SRB sep 
and the duration was considerably longer, because right after the 
sep, you're ReS engines fire to translate you away. And it 
seemed like about 15 seconds of, of a very, very bright, bright 
bright light and yellow flame around the vehicle as the sep 
progressed. 

COVAULT Okay, well, take you downstairs I guess for a 
little bit. The orbiter middeck certainly has been shown on 
previous flights to be a good place for fairly substantive work. 
I think watching Bill do his thing on this trip really reinforced 
that and would like to hear both Bill, and perhaps Dick's opinion 
if you think use of the middeck for mo~e things like student 
experiments or relatively simple technology investigations could 
really be accelerated now based on everybody's experiences and to 
follow on that, if you think that that combination of a crew 
cabin and a fairly large crew showing itself to be even more 
workable than a lot of people would have thought, three or four 
flights ago. 

THORNTON I would say that it's certainly practical to do 
certain things on the middeck, however, it has to be carefully 
done, has to be carefully considered. It can't simply be thrown 
open willy nilli and whatever's done must be coordinated with the 
other crew activities, and I came away very, very much impressed 
with the necessity to, to give a good deal of thought and 
planning to what ever goes on up there because the issue, the 
mission is still very much an integrated mission. Dick you might 
want to ... 
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TRULY I would, I guess that I would answer in a positive 
way that I think that the middeck work place was, has been used 
on previous flights and I don't sec how any flight could usc it 
more than we did. With Bill's work, work never stopped on the 
middeck and there were occasions when the CfES operation was 
going on in parallel. Food preparation was going on in 
parallel. Work as you saw on the movie, you know like LiOH 
changeouts and that kind of thing was going on in parallel, yet 
there was always time for a dedicated individual to get a job 
done and I think within the, within the cautions and the 
preplannillg that Bill talked about, I think that it is a great 
workplace and we can in the future will continue to expand its 
use for not only for stUdent experireents, but small scale science 
or technology investigations, down there. 

COVAULT Okay, okay, and a followup for Bill, I guess kind 
of a perspective thing on the space adaptation issue. I think 
anybody who's spent any time flying or visiting an Air force or 
Navy tactical flight organization knows those types of 
organizations still have some motion sickness symptoms that occur 
with the experienced flight officers. Bill I certainly know that 
the physiologi~al causes of those are quite different than a 
spaceflight, space adaptation, but just from the perspective of 
approaching it from a human response that can affect operations, 
would you think its more equatable to the type of operations or 
t~e type of symptoms you'd encounter in a flying organization as 
opposed to some significant impact on space mission operation? 

THORNTON Yes, I t h ink t hat's put i tin toe xc ell en t 
perspective and I am glad to hear that kind of insight, and from 
two directions. And I would, a·l1 I could do little bctter than 
r e - emp has i z e wh a t you jus t sa i d • On e t hat i tis a ve r y, ve r y 
different phenomenon from what one encounters in motion sickness 
etc., on Earth and the second thing is that it's, as part of the 
operations has not been disruptive to operations and if there 
planned and such, can just be carried on. Again I would point to 
Lord Nelson who was in far, far greater straits with sea sickness 
than anyone has ever been in space with the space motion sickness 
and yet Lord Nelson was a rather sucessful sailor, even though he 
was sea sick every time he left the breakwater almost. 

COVAULT Okay, the last one Bi 11, this may put you on the 
spot a 1ittle bit, but I am interested in your opinion. You know 
NASA's looked at a 50 million dollar program that to tackle the 
space adaptation issue. From your perspective and discussing it. 
with Norm Thagard and his data, do you think that much is really 
necessary or could you really handle perhaps a little lesser and 
more focused program? 

THORNTON Oh, that, you're asking me to corrrnent on management 
issues and I simply couldn't do that. Let's just say th It we 
shall continue to work with considerably less than that in an 
attempt to make an operational solution to the problem. But the 
larger issue, I would have to defer to management. 
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Thank you, thank you, that's it from NASA 
Headquarters. 

PAO Now Kennedy Space Center, Florida. 

We have several questions from Kennedy. 

STEVE SCOTT (\\,1VIEL RADIO) This is for Dr. Thornton. Given your 
experience with biofeedback techniques during the student 
experiment and you're experience with space adaptation syndrome, 
do you think biofeedback techniques bear a look as far as the 
mitigation of the symptoms of space adaptation syndrome? 

THORNTON I would say that a careful, a careful trial might 
be warranted but it must be done, very, very carefully, and this 
I speak now, I speak now as an individual and from one 
viewpoint. I'm sure there are many others that will disagree 
with me, but again my personal fceling is that somewhere along 
the way a very careful trial might be warranted. 

RICE SIDL~ER WAGNER (SPACE WORLD l\lAGAZINE) For Dr. Thornton. 
You've made various comnents in refel'ence to age. I recall when 
you landed here for the mission, you conrnented that you were glad 
to be alive to make the flight. From your personal observations 
during the flight, do you feel that age does make a difference? 

THORNTON In, let me let the rest of the cre\,.members answer 
that. I think they could probably be more objective than I could 
on that one issue. Let me point something out though that being 
able to keep an explosion in a Heathkit factory alive and running 
only comes about after a lifetime of experience of living with 
those things and there are some things in life I just don't know 
how to learn much faster than that, and I will defer now the 
second part of the question as to how much other difference it 
may have made, I don't know. 

TRULY I think our opinion of Bill at his work on orbit, 
was that he was, he was acting like a mature scientist and 
getting his job done and looked like he was having the time of a 
lO-year old. 

DRAl\lDEN ST E I N We'll all glad he lived to go with us. 

BLUFORD I really don't have much to say with reference 
to that, I think that Bill did a super job. 

G.I\RDNER All I can say is that if the number of working 
hours that you can put in have anything to do with age, there was 
a direct relationship rather than an inverse one. Bill, was to 
work irrrnediately when we got up in the mOl'ning and did not stop 
until we forced him to go into the airlock and turn the lights 
out at night and even though you see on paper, our sleep period 
is eight hours, I guarantee you that it really wasn't that much. 
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~. We were you know sleeping 5 and a half to 6, so you can figure 
tF out how many hours Bill worked per day and multiply that by the 

number of days and he was a very busy man. 

THORNTON I'm ready to go again. 

JERRY LIPPMAN (WISCONSON STATE JOURNAL) For Dan Brandenstein, 
presuming you fly as eomnander on some future mission, from the 
experiences of this flight, do you have any insight as to how you 
would like to approach that future mission, what sort of flight 
you would like to conduct, philosophically and operationally? 

BRANDENSTEIN Well, I hope to do that someday and I think having 
worked with Capt. Truly, he did an outstanding job of leading 
this gaggle of people through the training and into space and 
back again and I sure hope I could do just as well as he does, 
and I'd try and follow his procedures and guidelines about 8S 
closely as I COUld. I kinda kept an eye on him through this and 
I think I picked up a lot of pointers and possibly given the 
opportunity to be a comnander myself sometime, I would try and do 
it the same wa~. 

That's all the questions from KSC. 

PAO 
Ai abama. 

Now Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, 

TQII KNIGHT (WAFF TV) This one I guess we'll go with, for Dan. 
Based on the clarity and the revealing photography that came 
through on STS-8, I know we have ones in the past, but do you see 
a future for working very closely with some real time 
oceanography in the future? 

BRANDENSTEIN Possibly, v~eanography, as you could see from those 
photographs, we didn't get into great detail about, about sun 
glint but a great share of the features of the ocean that one can 
see from orbit is a direct result of having the sun at the proper 
angle, you know looking ct the right place at the right time. So 
something like that can be done real time but it would take a, 
feel a lot of planning to figure out all your sun angles and 
Whatnot. But I'm sure you know, we'll get smarter as we fly more 
often and 1'm sure there's probably a lot of opportunities for 
something like that to be developed in the future. 

!{NIGHT Okay, for Dr. Bill, the crew of STS-9 will be 
spending I believe 7 days in sort of a readaptation test 
following their mission. Will you be directly involved with any 
of that, or possibly Dr. Thagard and if so, what, what will your 
part be in that, those tests? 

THORNTON 
tests. 

KNIGHT 

No, neither of us are envolved in that series of 

And for Dick, you mentioned that you hit a pretty 
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good cloud base about 20,000 feet after liftoff. Was this more 
than you had anticipated or pretty much what you'd expected? 

TRULY It definitely was not what we expected and frankly 
I didn't know what the cloud level was. When we were on the pad, 
up to a point of a half hour or so before the flight, we could 
see a lot of lighting and rain on the windows and as soon as the 
solids lit, the. entire, all the windows were covered and it was 
like flying instruments in a, in a lighted cloud. It did get 
much brighter at about Max q and I think somewhere in there was 
about the time we flew through the overcast but frankly I, I 
didn't know what was going on. All I knew was that we didn't need 
any cockpit lights up, it was so bright in the cockpit and it 
just got much brighter and then slower began to, to dim out, so I 
was really unaware of the overcast that we flew through. 

IGHGHT Okay thank you and finally one final question for 
Dr. Bill. The success that the rats came along well on this 
mission, you said they were ready to get there ticket back after 
the first day but they adapted. Do you see that, would you like 
to see on poss~bly future flights, other animals taken up during 
the missions for tests, of types that you might like to see 
performed? 

T110HNTON Animals have no real role at this stage in the 
sorts of things that I'm doing. The, if you approach it 
properly, the, to me and this, the great experimental animal is 
Man. If it is approached properly, and there are obviously 
certain things you can't do with them, but so far anything, 
investigations that I want to make I can certainly make on Man. 
There are other investigators that, there are other 
investigators, of course, that approach it quite differently and 
for those people, yes, animals are essential, but at the same 
time, at the same time I think a certain amount of carc has to be 
exerted anytime that you take animals into space in addition to 
the, in the addition to the same care that one should cxercise on 
Earth, there are additional considerations not the least of 
which, of coursc, is crew health and safety. 

JERRY l-IAYS (WENT TV) In Huntsville, this question is for Guy. 
Could you reflect a little bit back on your role, in becoming 
America's first Black astronaut, and do you think that your part 
in the mission is helping to pave the way for other minorities? 

BLUFORD I think the answer to the second question, is 
yes. I sort of considered myself a member of the crew. And the 
crew treated me as an integral part of the crew itself and so I 
never felt as if I was a different member of the crew or an 
outcast or that sort of thing. And I think that that worked out 
extremely well and I was very pleased with it and on orbit I 
con sid ere d my s elf s 0 r t 0 f a s the as t ron aut and not as the B I a c k 
astronaut or, you know, astronaut that was di fferent from any 
other member of the crew. So I really felt very much at horne on 
orbi t working \,.,'i th these guys ~eeause I was a membcr of the team, 
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I was very pleased to be a member of the team. I was very 
pleased at how well the mission went and that I do feel that from 
a historical point of view, I feel as if I'm opening a door for 
those behind me who will equally do as well and, you know, I just 
anticape that this will be more of an normal operation and not an 
unnormal operation • 

TO:\1 HANNAGAN (WFF TV) For Dick or Dan. The landing at Edwal'ds, 
of course, has been said to be very, a very clean landing. It 
was a relatively short landing. Dick, compared to STS-2, do you 
think it's, looking down the road, do you perfer and v;'Quld you 
recomnend night landings over day landings? 

TRULY No, I wouldn't reconmend night landings over day 
landings, however, I think things did go well which was as I said 
before was a tribute to the preflight preparations and the 
development of the night landing system and the STA guys and 
women that supported us and the Heads Up Display and though I 
wouldn't recomnend one over the other, I think both are in our 
capability and our bag of tricks and I frankly, given good 
weather and I think there's no reason why we should avoid a night 
landing in the future and I think you will see that that in fact 
is, is the, is what we will do. 

There are no further questions from Marshall. 

PAO 
further? 

Back here in HOllston, anybody have anything 
Paul Reeer. 

RECER For Dr. Thornton, did you notice any individual 
variability in the vestibular adaptation of the crev-.'man and I 
have a follow up. 

THORNTON 

RECER 
guidelines. 

Yes. 

That you can discuss within the limits of the 

THORNTON Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. There are great variation 
in the adaptability at this time, I wouldn't restrict it even in 
the nervous system to just the vestibUlar system, but obviously 
thcre are wide ranges of response just as there arc wide ranges 
of individual variation and response to virtually all of the 
aspects of physiology into the environment around them. 

RECER Did you notice the same variability and adaptation 
among our friends the rodants? You observed them daily. Was there 
individual differences? 

THOHNTON No, that, first I certainly would not claim the 
expertise in veterinary medicine that I might with human, but 
seriously there is much less generally, much lcss variation 
particularly among a strain of rats. Remember those rats are 8 
particular stai~ that have been bred to remove as much 
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variability as possible because they have been bred as 
experimental animals, for years now. And so that of itself would 
remove a great deal of the variability and however, even in 
general, amongst animals of a particular species, I would expect 
less variability so I did not see that. I might add that what I 
did see though was rapid longitudinal adaptation and such of the 
animals to their environm~nt which was rather striking. 

RECER Okay, one final question. Was the variability 
greater or lesser in space among the five crev,men then it would 
be for a similar five people on Earth, who had motion introduced 
to their system? 

THORNTON No, I, no. I could answer that in a word, no. 
There were no more varibility there in space than on Earth. 

PAO Mike Williamson. 

MIKE WILLIAMSON Yes, one final followup question and anybody 
can eOnlnent on this if they may. What rccomncndations would you 
have for the waste management system people as far as getting the 
thing right on 'future missions? 

GARDNER I guess the guy that cleaned it has to 
answer the question. We had two minor problems with the waste 
management system. The one that you heard the most about, of 
course, was that the waste management systrnn is vented to vacuum, 
to space, to allow the odors to be taken away and moisture. And, 
of course, that requires that there be a good seal through all 
the open holes that are used during this operation, but we close 
off then what's not being used. And one of those, one of those 
openings was not scaling properly. And we went through several 
iterations of trying to cause that seal to become tighter such 
that the air wouldn't leak out and that caused us to close some 
valves off that are downstream, that the ground was worried that 
that would then later cause us to have odors in the cabin and 
that never did occur. We saw in the press reports postflight 
that ya'll were worried about us sleeping and having odors in the 
cabin and there were absolutely none. As a matter of fact 
knowing thnt we might have become accustomed to them such that we 
couldn't smell it ourselves, when the people, the doctors and 
whatever came onboard right after the hatch opened on the runway, 
we asked them and there were no odors in the cabin. No unusual 
odors. The other problem that seemed to be occuring towards the 
end of the fl ight 'was, was a slight slow down of the motor, the 
drive system within the waste management system. However, it was 
still functioning properly the last day and we were using it in 
the normal mode that we had been even ear lyon in the fl ight, so 
somebody needs to look at that just to make sure that the motor 
system and all that is proper. 

PAO 
Byars. 

Any further questions here in HOllston? Carlos 
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" . 
BYARS A followup to the question about the rats, Dr. 

f,.,.,. Thornton. What, just what, I just did not follow your answer. 
You're saying that they seem to adapt in some way or another. 
What, how did they react, if you could explain it to me and thcn 
I h a v con cot her item I \II ant t 0 ask all 0 f you abo u t you r 
sleeping habits. 

THORNTON Ye s, i nit i all y the ani rna I s we I' e 0 b v i 0 us I Y see kin g a 
way out, as it were, which was not surprising, in a totally new 
envi ronment, however, even on the fi l'st day, they st i 11 cxhibi ted 
evidence of fairly normal behavior and grooming, other aspects of 
it, they were not under the, exhibiting the sort of severe 
stress, any sort of severe stress, any symptoms of that at all. 
They even the first day were still managing to lise their cages 
and such, but this was in marked contrast to the last day in 
which they were littering dOing and I mean litterly doing 
backward srnnersaults off the edges of the cage and had learned to 
make use, had obviously learned to make usc of the environment 
that they were in. All during the time they were feeding, they 
were as I say, they were grooming, no evidcnce of any, any of the 
comnon upsets, no withdrawal, none of these things. The second 
question was .• : 

PAO Sleeping. 

THORNTON Oh, sleeping, I slept in the airlock between the 
spacesuits. Everybody slept slightly differently, I believe. 

BYARS We, we did see that, but there was a comncnt that 
most of you were only sleeping five and half, six hours a 
night. Is this just because there's so much up there to see and 
do that you're, you're stretching your hours of wakefulness a 
little bit or was it because of the burden of work that you had 
to do? 

BRANDENSTEIN Well, from my point of View, I hated to waste 
the time sleeping and in zero gravity, 1 don't think you tire as 
fast because you're, when youlre doing things, you're not 
working, you're exerting yourself as much, so you probably don't 
require quite as much sleep and when it carne time by the book to 
go to bcd, the world was still going by and looking beautiful Rnd 
it was just •.. eating and sleeping were two things that you 
didn't like to particullary waste a lot of time on when you could 
be watching the w~rld. 

TRULY I guess I would second that too, although I would 
point out that, that the work, the physical labor in zero gravity 
is so much less than in I-g, you just in the ~imulator if we'd go 
over there for a 24-hour period, we would end up being exhausted 
from nothing more than climbing up and down the ladder to get up 
to the flight deck and on-orbit you just don't expend the energy 
and I don't think you'd need the sleep and I WOUld, 1 don't 
recall the Skylab experience, but on longterm spaceflight, 1 
would think the average amount of sleep that you would need would 
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be less than on Enrth. 

Okay, further questions. ~lax, did you have PAO 
something? 
very mllch. 

Okay, anything else here in HOllston. Okay, thank you 

*** 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSE'I'l'ES 

C2 F2 

Ca.ssette 1 - Side 1 (Old Monaural Recordings) 

Lou! s Arms trong 

1. Shine 

2. Sweethearts on Parade 

3. Youlre Lucky To Me 

4. The Peanut Vender 

5. You're Driving Ne Crazy 

6. One Hour 

1. Body and Soul 

8. 11m a Ding Dong Daddy 

9. Rockin I Chair 

Cassette 1 - Side 2 (Old fl,onaural Recordi.ngs) 

Louis Armstrong 

1. Ain't Hisbeh8.vin ' 
2. Back ot'rown Blues 

3. St. James Infil'lr.ary 

11. Pennies From HeavC'n 

5. Save It, Pretty Mama 

6. 'Inat 's For Me 

7. Fine and D8.ndy 



( J SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 2 - Side 1 

Louis Armstrong 

(Old Honaural Recordings) 

1. Baby,· Won't You Please Come Home 

2. I Surrender Dear 

3. Russian Lullaby 

4. ·..Jhe!} the Saints Go March::.ng In 

5. Bye and Lye 

6. West End Blues 

7. Mahogany Hall Stomp 

8. Dipper Mouth Blues 

Cassette 2 - Side 2 

Louis ArLlstrong 

(Old Monaural Recordings) 

1. Save It, Pretty Nama 

2. (rill Be Glad wnen You're Dead) You Rascal You 

3. When It's Sleepy 'I'ime Down South 

4. Panruna 

5. New Orleans Ftmction 
1. }'ree As A Bird 
2. Oh, Don I t He R81nble 

6. My Bucket I s Got a Hole In It 

7 . Bugle Call Rag 



(f ',. 
iQl.lo' SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 3 - Side 1 

Herb Alpert & The Tijuana Brass "Warm" (Stereo) 

1. The Sea Is My Soil 

2. Without Her 

3. MarJorine 

4. Girl Talk 

5. Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da 

6. Zazueira 

7. Warm 

8. To Wait for Love 

9. Sandbox 

Cassp.tte 3 - Side 2 

Herb Alpert's Ninth (Stereo) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

A Banda 

My Heart. Belongs to Daddy 

lJ.'he Trolley Song 

'J.'he Happening 

Bud 

Love So Fine 

Pretty "'orld 

"Ii th a Little Help From My }'riends 

F'lca Bag 

CUl'lboj's and Indians 

Carmen 

'i 4 :30 

3:22 

3:04 

2:49 

1:50 

3:13 

2:31 

2:55 

3:17 ~ 7 : "J.q 

4 
2:10 

2:00 

2:39 

2:26 

3:38 

2:1lt 

3:45 

2:38 

2:01l 

2:52 

3:39 
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Cassette 4 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Herb Alpert 8: The Tijuana Brass "Greatest Hits" (Stereo) 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

Lonely Bull 

Spanish Flea 

Love Potion #9 

Never on Sunday 

Mexican Shuffle 

Taste of Honey 

Tijuana Taxi 

South of the Border 

America 

Whipped Cream 

4 2 :29 

2:07 

3:02 

2:38 

2:09 

2:43 

2:05 

2:06 

2:45 

2:33 
11. Zorba the Greek 

4: 25 ,.. q', '" '2.. 

Cassette 4 - Side 2 

Herb Alpert 8: The Tijuana Brass ,1!1J.'he Brass Are Comin'" (Stereo) 

1. The Brass Are Comin' ~, 2:06 

2. Good Morning, Nr. Sunshine 2:36 
3. Coun try Lake 2:56 
4. I'll Be Back 3:15 
5. The ~J!altese Melody 2:13 
6. Sunny 3:11 
7. I tIl]. an Old Cowha.nd 2:38 
8. Anna 2:39 
9. Robbers and Cops 2:13 

10. Homents 2:1f3 
11. You Are tit! Life 3:23 

;2.'1 ' (3 , 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 5 - Side 1 

Your Love Is The Way - Kitty Wells (Stereo) 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

Your Love Is The Way • 

Wonder Could I Live 1here Anymore 

I Can't Seem To Say Goodbye 

Heavenly Sunshine 

Don't Forget To Say I Love You 

All For The Love Of Sunshine 

Rocky Top 

I Wish I Had A Mommy Like You 

You Can't Love Me When I'm Gone 

I Never Once Stopped Loving You 

Heart Over Bind 

Cassette 5 - Side 2 

The Best of Jea~ Shepard (Stereo) 

5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

A Satisfied Nind 

A Dear John Letter 

Forgive Me, John 

'l'he Other Woman 

'1\,0 Voices, 'l'wo Shadows, Two Faces 

The Root of All Evil 

Be&ut:i.ful Lies 

How Long D08S It Hurt 

I've Got to Talk to ~Iary 

Don't Fall in Love \-li th a Narried Nan 

Under Suspicion 

I Learned It All From You 

.r' 

~2:25 

~ 

2:48 

2:17 

2:43 

2:39 

3:17 

3:00 

2:13 

2:27 

2:48 

2:30 

$ 2:24 

2:28 

2:21 

2: l~( 

2:25 

2:05 

2:li6 

2:33 

2 :51 

2: 117 

2:20 

2:18 



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 6 - Side 1 

Patsy Cline I s "Greatest Hits" (Stereo) 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

, 
Walking After Midnight 

Sweet Dreams (Of You) 

Crazy 

I Fall To Pieces 

So Wrong 

Strange 

Back in Baby's Arms 

She's Got You 

Faded Love 

Hhy Canlt He Be You 

Your Stronger. 'Than He 

Cassette 6 - Side 2 

Harry Belafonte "Belafonte lf (Stereo) 

1. Hater Boy 

2. Troubles 

3. Suzzanne (Every Night \>fnen the Sur.. Goes 

4. Nati1da 

5. 'l'ake Ny Mother home 

6. Noah 

7. Scarlet Ri'r:>bons (For Her Hair) 

8. Jump Dmvn) Spin J\round 

Do\m) 

2:00 

2:33 

2:41 

2:47 

2:58 

2:58 

3:43 

3:21 

2: 51 

~ 3:38 

3:37 

3:18 

3:35 

5:55 
4:50 
3:12 

1:55 
30 :60 
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Cassette 7 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 :p.2 

Dean Martin "Houston" (Stereo) 

1. Houston 

2. The First Thing Ev'ry Morning (And the Last Thing Ev'ry Night) 

3. H~~er and Nails 

4. Little Lovely One 

5. Love, Love, Love 

6. Down Home 

7. I Will 

8. Snap Your Fingers 

9. Everybody But Me 

10. Old Yellow Line 

11. Detour 

12. You're The Reason I'm In Love 

Cassette 7 - Side 2 

Paul Mauriat and His Orchestra lIi3100ming Hits" (Stereo) 

1. Somethin' Stupid S" 2: 35 

2. Penny IJrnle 2:20 

3. This Is My Song 2:52 

4. Seuls Au Monde (Alone in the ldorld) 2: 31~ 

5. Inch Allah 2: 118 

6. (r:J.'here's A) Kind of Hush 2:13 

r{ • Puppet on a String 2:06 

8. L'Amoul' Est BJe.u (Love is Blue) 2:31 

9. Adieu a. La Nuit (Adi eu to the Night) 2:08 

10. Mama 2:50 

11. So:r .. 2thJn' Stupid 2:3) 

12. Penny Love 2:20 

~q:<t. 
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Cassette 8 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews "My Fair Ladyll (Stereo) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

OveI'ture 

Why Can't the English 

Wouldn't It Be Loverly 

With a Little Bj~ of Luck 

I'm an Ordinary Nan 

Just You ~Jait 

The Rain in Spain 

I Could Have Danced All Night 

P.s c ot Gavot te 

Cassette 8 - Side 2 

"My Fair Lady" (Continuation 

1. On the Street Hhere You Live 

2. You Did It 

3. Show Me 

11 • Get Me To '1' he Church On Time 

5. A Hymn to Him 

6. Wi thout You 

'"( . I I ve Gro\fn Accustomed to Her 

America On 'l'hc Harch (Stereo) 

1. 

2. 

National }:Jnblem 

Caissons Go Rolling Along 

Face 

Orchestra 

Rex Harrison 

J. Andrews & Ensemble 

Stanley Holloway 

Rex Harrison 

Julie Andrews 

R. Harrison, J. Andrews 

Julie Andrews 

Ensemble 

Leonard Weir 

Rex Har:dson 

Julie A'ldrt2!ws 

Standley Honoway 

Rex Harri s on 

Julie Andrews 

Rex Harrison 

2:36 

2:38 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 9 - Side I 

Camelot - Original Broadway, Cast (Stereo) 

1. Overture 

2 . I Wonder What the King Is Doing 'ronight 

3. 'The Simple Joys of Maidenhood 

4. Camelot 

5. Follow Me 

6. The Lusty Month of May 

7. Crest Moi 

8. Then You May Take Me To the Fair 

9. How to Handle A Woman 

Caszette 9 - Side 2 

Camelot (Continuation) 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

If }~ve:(' I Hould Leave You 

Parade 

Before I Gaze at You Again 

The Se-/en Deadly Virtues 

>;-fnat Do The Simple Folk Do? 

Fie on Goodness l 

I Loved You Once in SiJence 

Guenevcl'e 

Calrielot (Reprise) 

26:20 

Orchestra 

- Richard Burton 

Julie Andreio,'s 

Richard Burton 

Mary Sue Berry 

Julie Andrews, 

Robert Goulet 

Julie A~drews, 

Richard Burton 

24:50 

Robert Goulet 

Orchestra 

Julie Andrews 

Roddy McD0\~Cl.ll 

Ensemble 

,Ensemble 

R. Burton, J. Andre .... rs 

Knights 

J\t1ie Andre'..rs 

Ens2mblE: 

Ri chard Bm'ton 

-



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 10 - Side 1 

The Best of Al Hirt (Stereo) 

1. Java 

2. Stranger In Paradise 

3. Bourbon Street Parade 

4. ThE: Be s t Man 

5. Stella by Starlight 

6. Holiday for Trumpet 

7. I Love Paris 

8. Sugar Lips 

9. Poor Butter£'ly 

10. Cot ton Chndy 

11. Love Hakes the World Go 'Round 

12. When the Saints Go l<larching In 

Cassette 10 - Side 2 

America On the Harch (Stereo) 

1. National Emblem 

2. Caissons Go Rolling Along 

.3. Amy Air Corps 

l~. Semper Fidelia 

5. Stars and Stripes Forever 

6. The ~,rarinc Hyrrm 

" . Anchors Avreigh 

8. Washington Post 

9. El Capi tan 

10. Star Spane;lcd Banner 

, 

, 

1:55 

2:43 

3:09 

3:10 

2: 57 

2:14 

2:44 

2:00 

2:25 

2:11 

2:39 

1:55 

2:36 

2:38 

2:55 

2:36 

11:02 

2:50 

2:52 

2:30 

.tg:Ot. 
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Sh.'YLAB MUSIC CASSETTES t/ 

C2 F2 

Cassette 11 - Side 1 

"Abbey Road!! The Beatles {Stereo} 

1- Come Together 

2. Something 

3. Maxwell's Silver Hammer 

4. Oh! Darling 

5. Octapus's Garden 

6. I Hant You (She's So Heavy) 

7.- Here Comes the Sun 

8. Because 

Cassette 11 - Side 2 

Blood, Sweat and Tears (Stereo) 

1- Variations on a Theme by Eric Satie 
(1st and 2nd Movements) 

2. Smiling Phases 

3. Sometimes In Winter 

4. More and More 

5. And \'lhen I Die 

6. God Bless tho Child 

7 . Blues - Part II 

q 
4:16 

2:59 
3:24 

3:28 

2:49 

7:49 
3:04 

2:45 

-
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 12 - Side 1 

The Mason Williams Phonograph Record 

1- Overture 

2. All the Time 

3. Dylan Thomas 

4. Wanderlove 

5. She's Gone Away 

6. Here Am I 

7. Classical Gas 

8. Long Time Blues 

9. Baroque-A-Mova 

10. The Prince's Panties 

11. Life Song 

12. Sunflower 

Cassette 12 - Side 2 

V.arvin Gaye "Super HHs 1l (Stereo) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
'( . 
8. 

9. 
"10. 

11. 

I Heard It 'l'hrough the Grapevi ne 

Pride and Joy 

!J'he End of Our Road 

Ain't That Peculiar 

Stubborn Kind of Fello., 

Can I Get a Uaitres8 

How Sweet It Is ('l'o Be 

'That! s the Way Love Is 

Too Busy Thinkine About 

Chained 

You're A Honderful One 

i 

Loved By 

V,y Baby 

(Stereo) 

You) 

s·· 1:48 

2:40 

0:30 

3:34 

2:18 

4:06 

3:00 

3:36 

2:25 

1:35 

0:21 

3:41 

t 
3:10 

2:09 

2:49 

2:51 

2:47 

2:46 

2:59 

3:15 

2: 5li 

2:3'( 

2: 114 

~~ : 1./0 

'0 :~7 
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SKYL~ MUSIC CPBSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 13 - Side 1 

The 5th Dimension "Greatest Hits 11 (Stereo) 

l. Aquarius/Let the Sunsh'ine In 

2. The Girls Song 

3. Stoned Soul Picnic 

4. Medley: The Wors t That Could Happe:. 
Wedding Bell Blues 

5. California Soul 

6. Up - Up and AW8.y 

7. B1owin' Awey 

8. Carpet Man 

9. Workin' On A Groovy Thing 

Cassett.e 13 - Side 2 

Creedence Clearwater Revia1 "Green River" (Stereo) 

1. Green River 

2. Commotion 

3. TOllibstone Shadow 

4. Wrote a Song for Ever/one 

5. Bad Moon Rising 

6. Lodi 

7. Gross-'rio vlalkor 

8. Sinister Purpo:=-;e 

9. 'l'he Night 'J.'ime is the Right 'riMe 

~ 
3:50 

3:13 

3:32 

5:12 

3:16 

2:38 

2:30 

3:05 

3:10 

; 2:31 

2:37 

3:36 

4:55 
2:rr 
3:08 

3: l'{ 

3:19 

3 :o'r 

3O:~.€> 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 14 - Side 1 

The Beatles lIYel1oW' Submarine!! (Stereo) 

l. YelloW' Submarine 

2. Only A Northern Song • 
3. All Together NoW' 

4. Hey Bulldog 

5. Itts All Too Much 

6. All You Need Is Love 

1. Pepperland 

~ 
,2:37 

3:23 

2:08 

3:09 
6:21 

3:48 

2:18 

8. Sea of Time & Sea of Holes 5 : 16 ). ~ ~ ob 

Cassette 14 - Side 2 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

See. of r~onsters 

March of the Meanies 

Pepf'rland Laid Waste 

Yel~oW' Submarine in Pepper1and 

t 
3:35 
2:16 

2:09 

2:10 

Simon and Garfunkel "Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and 'I'hyme" 
(Stereo) 

1. Scarborough Fair/Cantile 

2. Patterns 

3. Cloudy 

4. Homeward Bound 

5. jlhe Big Bright Green Pleasure Machine 

6. 'l'he 59th S+.reet Ed dge Song 

'{. 'l'he Dangling Ccnvers3.tion 

8. Flowers Never Bend Hith the Rainfall 

/l>:/I) 



SKY}fAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C
2 ~ 

Cassette 15 - Side 1 

"The Heart of the March" (Stereo) 

L 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Sousa: Stars and Stri'pes 

Meacham: American Patrol 

Kl~hr: The Billboard 

Sousa: El Capitan 

Sousa: Washington Post 

Sousa: King Cotton 

De Lisle: LaMarseillaise 

Sousa: The Pic adore 

Sousa: Hands Across the Sea 

Heed: Storm and Sunshine 

Fillmore: Cir'eus Bee 

Goldman: On the Mall 

Cassette 15 - Side 2 

"The Heart of the Ma:r'ch" (Stereo) 

~3~10 

3:35 

2:00 

2:03 

2:18 

3:25 

1:09 

2:48 

2:44 
2:30 -JA 
2:26 

3:05 

1. Reeves: Second Regiment Co~mecticut National Guard 2: 1}8 

2. Ticke: Old Comrades ~l 4: 29 

3. Sousa: '1'he '1'h lmdcrer 2: 26 

tl. Sousa: Our FJ.irtutions 2: 31f 

5. Jevell: 'l.'he 8CrC8Ji:er 1: 51 

6. F\J.cik: ~"nundcr and Blazes 2:07 

7. 
8. 

8, 

Berlioz: HeKoczy Narch ('1'he DaJ:maUon of Faust) 4: Lf3 

Mendelssohn: \-leddinf; I'larch (MidstllrilnCr Nights h: h6 
Dream) 

Schube:ct: l'iarch Mili tai ro 5 :Ol~ 



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 16 - Side 1 

"2001: A Space Odyssey" (Stereo) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

"Also Sprach Zarathust.ra" 

"Requiem for Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, 
2 Mixed Choirs and Orchestra" 

"Lux Aeterna ll 

"The Blue Danube ll 

"Gayne Ballet Suite" 

"Atmospheres" 

Cassette 16 - Side 2 

1. 

2. 

3. 

"Atmospheres ll (Continuation) 

"The Blue Danube" 

IIAlso Sprach Zarathust:ca 

1:37 

4:04 

5: 50 'j 

6:55 

5 : 12 It.J,Ji.:'' 
" 7: 56 r '3 t .' 3 ~ 

3:30 

1:3'( 

Creedence Clearwater Revival "Cosmo's Factoryll (Stereo) 

1. Rrullble Taxable ..... 7:09 

2. Before You Accuse He 3:24 
3. Travelin' Band 2:07 
h. Ooby Dooby 2:05 

5. Lookin ' Out 1>iy Back Door 2:31 

6. Run Through the Jungle 3:09 

7. Up Around the Bend 2:1,0 
'_51~ 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 17 - Side 1 

IrFutura ll (Stereo) 

L Futura 

2. I Love Paris 

3. Ping Pone 

4. Kiss of Fire 

5. The Music Box Waltz 

6. Out of This World 

7. Under Paris Skies 

8 . Ny Heart Sings 

9. Pentagon 

10. Steel Bones 

11. 1111 Remember April 

12. Futura 

Cassette 17 - Side 2 

Doo Wacka Doo (Stereo) 

1. Tiger Rag 

2. Yes Sir, That's .My Baby 

3. Sugar Blues 

4 . 12th Street Rag 

5. Red Hot ME.rna 

6. When You Wore a T1.l1ip 
(And I Wore a Big Red Rose) 

7. Ain't She Sweet 

8. Toot, Toot Tootsie! Go?dbye 

9. Bye Bye Blackbird 

10. Goofus 

1l. 

12. 

Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue 

])00 ~racka. Doo 

". 

> 1:48 

2:04 

3:01 

2:23 

2:37 

3:43 

2:10 

2:08 

2:38 

3:27 

2:15 

1:55 I 0 31.> ,0, 

.... 
2:35 

2 :Ol~ 

2:10 

2 :30 

2:00 

2:23 

2:15 

2:15 

2:07 

2:07 

2:00 

2:12 ,.~ :3~ 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 18 - Side 1 

Blood, Sweat & Tears 3 (Stereo) 

1. Hi-De-Ho 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The Battle 

Lucretia Mac Evil 

Lucretia's Reprise 

5. Fire and Rain 

6. Lonesome Suzie 

Symphony for the Devil/Sympathy for the Devil 

I. Emergence 
A. Fanfare 

II. Devi1's Game 
A. Labyrin th 
B. Satan's Dance 
C. The Demand 

III. Submergence 
A. Contemplation 
B. Return 

8. He I· S a Runner 

Cassette 18 - Side 2 

James 'I'aylor "Sweet Baby James" (Stereo) 

1. Sweet Baby James 

2. Lo and Behold 

3. Sunny Skies 

h. Steamroller 

5. Country Road 

6. Oh Susannah 

'{ . Fire and Rain 

8. Blossom 

9. Anyvrhel'c Like Heaven 

10 •. Oh Baby, Don't You Loose 
11. Your Li.p on t-:c 

12. Suite for 206 



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 19 - Side 1 

"Sc~md of Music" Mary Martin (Stereo) 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 

Preludium 

The Sound of Nusic 

Maria. 

My Fa.vorite Things 

Orches:tra, Nuns 

Mary Martin 

Patricia Neway, Muriel O'Malley 

Mary Martin, Patricia Neway 

5. Do-Re-Mi Mary Martin, Children 

6. Sixteen Going on Seventeen Lauri Peters, Brian Davis 

7. The Lonely Goatherd Mary Martin, Children 

8. How Can Love Survive Marion Marlowe, Kirt Kasznar 

Cassette 19 - Side 2 

1. Sound of Husic (Reprise) Mary Hartin 

2. LaenQler Orchestra 

3. So Long, Farewell Children 

4. Climb Ev'ry Mountain .Patricia Neway 

5. No Hay to Stop It Theodore Bikel 

6. An Ordinary Couple Mary Martin, Theodore Bikel 

'(. Processional Nuns 

8. Sixteen Going On Seventeen Mary Ma.rtin 
(Reprise) 

9. Edel.riss Theodo::ce Bikel 

10. Cl i mb Bv' ry Moun ta in COnlI!&.ny 
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Cassette ~O - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 ~ 

Al Hirt "Horn A-Plenty" (Stereo) 

1. Holiday For Trumpet 

2. That Old Feeling 

3. Easy Street 

4. Baby Won't You Please Come Home 

5. Till There Was You 

6. Margie 

7. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot 

8. Theme from "Carnival" 
(Love Makes the World Go 'Round) 

9. Do Nothin' Till You Hear From He 

10. Rumpus 

11. Memories of You 

12. I'll Take Romance 

Cassette 20 - Side 2 

Sons of the Pioneers "Cool Water" (Stereo) 

1. Cool Water 

2. Whoopie-Ti-Yi-Yo 

3. Wind 

4. Cowboy's Dream 

5 . 'l'he Las t Round-Up 

6. Ridin' Home 

7. 'l'wilight on the Tra:il 

8. Red River Valley 

9. Wagon Hhecls 

10. Riders in the Sky 

li. 

12 . 

13. 

Blue Prairie 

'Huy Out 'l'here 

Empty Saddles 

'j'cardrops In H,y Het,rt 

I 

J 
2:14 

2:34 

2:24 

2:27 

2:16 

2:34 

2:47 

2: 39 

2:45 

3:06 

2:26 

2:13 

" 2:08 

2:03 

2:34 

2:13 

2:24 

1: 59 
2.:28 

2:13 

2:15 

2:24 

2: 1~9 

1; 1+2 

1:52 

2:21 
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Cassette. 21 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

"The Brave Bulls!" LaFiesta Bravo. (Monaural) 

1. 

2. 

to. Virgen de 10. Macarena 

E1 Relicario 

3. Cie10 Anda1uz 

4. Toque Cuadri lIas 

5 . Espartero 

6. Gato Mantez 

7. Togue Banderi11as 

8. En Er MWldo 

9. Espana Cani , 
10. Corazon Hispano 

11. 

12. 

13. 

~1ovi1lero 

Ecos Espano1es 

Toque de Muerte 

Cassette 21 - Side 2 

14. Carlos Arruza 

15. Toque 0.1 Corral 

16. Chic1anera 

Guckenheimer SOUT Kraut Band "~lusic for Non-Thinkers" (Monaural) 

1. Second Hunga.rian Rhapsody 

2. Grad aus <lorn ~liri.llo.us Katarina Polka 

3. In Munchen steht ein Hofbrau Baus 

4. Jaecrmars ch 

5. Um die Ecke rurn 

6. In dcr Hci1Jlat do. ejbt~ ein Yliedersch I n 

7. Stars and Stripes Forever 

8. Raymond Overture 

9. Konuacs ein Birdie Yet 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 ~ 

Cassette 22 - Side 1 

"Mungo Jerry" (Stereo) 

1. Baby Let's Play House 
2. Johnny B. Badde 

3. San Francisco Bay Blues 

4. Sad Eyed Joe 

5. Maggie 

6. Peace in the Country 

7., In the Summertime 

8. See Me 

Hovin' On 

Cassette 22 - Side 2 

Pete Fountain & Al Hirt "Bourbon Street" (Stereo) 

1. Farewell Blues Al Birt 

2. St. James Infirmary 

3. March of the Bob Cats Al Hirt 

1~. Harch ~'hrough the Streets of 'Their City 

5. At the Jazz Band Ball Al Hirt 

6. Blues on Bourbon Street 

7. Jazz ~1e Blues Al Birt 

~ 2':32 

3:00 

3:38 

2:50 

4:10 

3:05 

3:40 

3:37 

4:14 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 23 - Side 1 

The Beatles IIWhi te Album ll (Stereo) 

1. Back in the U.S.S.R. 

2. Dear Prudence 

3. Glass Onion 

4. Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da 

5. Wild Honey Pie 

6. The Continuing Story of Bungalow Bill 

7. While V~ Guitar Gently Weeps 

8. Happiness Is a Warm Gun 

9. Martha My Dear 

10. I Ira So 'l'ircd 

11. Blackbird 

Cassette 23 - Side 2 

1. Piggies 

2. Rocky Raccon 

3. Don't Pass Ne By 

4. Why Don't We Do It In the Road 

5. I Will 

6. Julia 

'(. Birthday 

8. Yer Blues 

9. Nother Nature's Son 

10. Everybody's Got Something to Hide Except Ne and My };!onkey 

11. Sexy Sadie 



(' 

Cassette 24 - Side 1 

SI<YLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

The Beatles "Whi te Album" (Continued) (Stereo) 

l. Helter Skelter 

2. Long, Long, Long 

3. Revolution 1 

4. Honey Pie 

5. Savoy Truttle 

6. Cry Baby Cry 

7. Revolution 9 
8. Good Night 

Cassette 24 - Side 2 

Pete Fountain's New Orleans 

1. While He Danced At the Mardi Gras 

2. A Closer Walk 

3. When the Saints Come Marching In 

4. When It's Sleepy Time Down South 

5. 01' Han River 

6. Cotton Fields 

7. Sweethearts on Parade 

8. Do You Know Vibat It Heans to Miss New Orleans 

9. Basin Street Blues 

10. Lazy River 

11. He;:; DO\OTn Yoneler In New Orleans 

12. ',Pin Hoot Blues 



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 25 - Side 1 

Three Dog Night "(,~lden Bisquits" (Stereo) 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 
5 • 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

One 

Easy To Be Hard 

f.Iama Told Me 

Eli I sCorning 

Your Song 

Celebrate 

One Man Band 

Out In the Countr;)' 

Nobody 

Don't Make Promises 

Cassette 25 - Side 2 

Pete Fountain "I Love Paris" (Stereo) 

1. I Love Paris 

2. Comme Ci, Comme Ca 

3. Frere ,Jazz 

l~. Autumn Leaves 

5. La Vie En Rose 

6. April In Paris 

7. C'est Maenifique 

e. Two Love I s Have I 

9. C'est Si Bon 

10 . The Song From MouU n Houge 

33:00 

3:10 

3:19 

2:40 

4:01 

3:14 

2:48 

3:08 
2:18 

2:45 
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Cassette 26 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Z,1r. Acker Bilk in Paris (Stereo) 

l. Petite Fleur 

2. J I Attendrai 

3. Mademoiselle De Paris 

4. Don't Say A Word 

5. No Regrets 

6. Louise 

7. L'Amour Parisienne 

8. My Prayer 

9. Claudette 

10. Dolce Paola 

11. 'I'hink of Me 

12. La Mer 

Cassette 26 - Side 2 

Ferrante &: rl'cicher "You Asked For It l
' (Stereo) 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

Kh art OWll 

Strangers in the Inight 

~!ame 

Work Song 

You Don I t Have To Say You Love 1,1e 

Lara I s 'l'hemc From "Doctor Zhi vago I! 

'I'he Ballad of the Grecn Berets 

'I'he Shado'", of Your Smile 

'1'he More I See You 

Firebird 

2:52 

2:31 

2:27 

2:08 

3:00 

2:43 

2:52 

2:30 

2:33 

2:40 

2:22 

2:52 

2:56 

3:00 

3 :08 

2:26 

3:10 

3:35 

3:00 

11 :03 

3:111 

2:31 .... ~f 
3 1: 03 

- 1.', ~ '-._/'~' 
~i;. 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 27 - Side 1 

Ferrante & Teicher "The Peoples Choice" (Stereo) 

1. Hello Dolly 

2. Call He Irresponsible 

3. And I Love Her 

4. Charade 

5. Girl From Ipanema 

6. People 

7. The Seventh Dawn 

8. Everydoby Loves Somebody 

9. Georgia On My Mind 

10. Wi ves and Lovers 

Cassette 2'( - Side 2 

2:36 

3:02 

2:36 

2:59 
2:37 

3:40 

3:02 

2:35 
3:11 

2: 4~( 

Bill Cosby liTo Russell, Hy Brother, vlhom I Slept With 11 

(Stereo) 
1-

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

Baseball 

Conflict 

The Loser.:; 

The Apple 

To Russell) My Brother, "Thom I Slept With 

,t 2: 31- ~",l' 

1:19 

8: 1~4 • J ....... '{l 

1:43 IfJ 

26~30 



SKYT.AB MUSIC CASSE'l'TES 

Cassette 28 - Side 1 

Mr. Acker Bilk "Stranger on the Shore" (Stereo) • 

1. Sentimental Journey 

2. Nobody Kno',(s the 'rrouble 

3. Green Sleeves 

4. Deep Purple 

5. Take My Lips 

6. Bra.hm ' s Lullaby 

7. Ciclito Lindo 

8. Carolina Moon 

9. I Canlt Get Started 

10. Is This the Blues? 

n. r.:ean ':'0 Me 

Cassei te 28 .. Side 2 

Neil Dia.mond "Gold" (Stereo) 

l. Lordy 

2. Both Sidec Now 

3. e.:>litary 11.an 

4. Holly Holy 

5. Cherry Cherry 

6. Kentuck;y' ~lom~U1 

'( . S"it:ct Caroline 

8. '1'hank the Lord for the Nighti!T;c 

-~ 
i"'-' 

2:45 
2:25 

2:40 

3:34 
2:08 

2:37 

2:25 

2:50 

2: 35 

2: 30 

3 :O'{ 

~ 5:00 

4:3h 

3:05 

3: 115 

3:21 

2: 1)2 

3:35 

3:3) 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 29 - Side 1 

Bill Cosby Is A Ve~- Funny Fellow Right! (Stereo) 

1. A Nut In Every Car 

2. Toss Of The Coin 

3. Little Tiny Hairs 

4. Noah: Right 

5. Noah: And the Neighbor 

6. Noah: He and You, Lord 

7. Supennan 

8. Hoof and Mouth 

9. Greasy Kid Stuff 

10. 'l'he Di fference Between Men and Woman 

11. 'I'he Pep Talk 

12. Karate 

Cp~sette 29 - Side 2 

"Rcmchlbcr How Great" (Monaural) 

5. 

6. 
'(. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

One 0' Clock Jump Count Basie 

Sentimental Journey Les Brown 

Night and Day Andre Kostelanctz. 

My Heart Bclongs to Daddy Mary Martin 

I Dream of You rronnny DO)"sey 

St. Louis Blues Loui s ArHlstrong 

Buttons and Bows 

Hood Indigo 

Brazil 

Blues In 'fhc Night 

Dinah ShOl'C 

Duke Ellington 

Xavicr Cugat 

Cab C[,J 1m-ray 

, 3:03 

3:12 

4:11 

2:05 

2:1111 

3:01 

2:02 

2 :113 

2 :h'( 

3:06 



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 30 - Side 1 

Songs of Early Times. 

1. The Gi rl I left Behind 

2. Johnny Has Gone For a 'Soldier 

3. Hail, Columbia! 

4. Birds Courting Song 

5. Blue Tail Fly 

6. Blow the Man Down 

7 . Shenandoah 

8. The Farmer's Scolding Wife 

9. The Glendj- Burk 

10. Ho! For Cali forn-i-o 

11. Green Coffee Crows on White Oak Tops 

12. 'l'he Old Chi sho]m Trail 

13. Empress Anne's Polka 

14. Suckin' of the Corn 

15. Turn of the Century Hedley 
1. Daisy Bell 
2. On the Banks of the Wabash ., 
,J. 

4. 
Come Take a Trip in my Airship 
In My Merry Oldsmobile 

16. Dixieland Jazz 
1. Flee as a Bird to Your Nountain 

Cassette 30 - Sjde 2 

Glenn Niller (Monaural) 

1. f'.~oon1ieht SerE'lw.de 

2. fur-eriean Pat~'ol 

3. Pennsylvania S:ix··Five 'l'housnnd 

11 • In the Hoon 

5 . ( I lye Got a GHI In) KalwT,azoo 

6. Boulder Buff 

"( . '.l.'uxedo June.: ti on 

8. St. Loui s Blues 

9. Kine Porter Gt.o;,,}) 

'1 
3:15 

3 :112 

3:J2 

3:31 

8: 3). 

3:2(' 

3:23 

3:!ll1 

2: 35 
j :t I, 2V 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 31 - Side 1 

liThe ~1usic Man" Original Cast (Stereo) 

1. Overture and Rock Island 

2. Iowa Stubborn 

3. Ya Got Trouble 

4. Piano I~sson 

5. Goodnight ~~ Someone 

6: Seventy-Six Trumboncs 

7. 
8. 

9. 

Sincere 

The Sadder ... but-Hiser Girl For Me 

Pick-A ... Mttle, Talk .... A~Little 
and Goodnieht Ladies 

Cassette 31 - Side 2 

tiThe Nusic Man" (Continuation) 

1 . Marian the Librari.an 

2. ~~ White Knight 

3. Wells Fargo \'Tagon 

4. It's You 

Shipoopi 

Paul Reed 

Ensemble 

Robert Preston 

Barbara Cook 

Barbara Cook 

Robert Preston 

liThe Buffalo Bills" 

Robert Preston 

Helen Ra.ymond 

Robert Preston 

Barbara Cook 

gddie Hodges 

"The Buffalo Bills!! 

rggie Y/oJ.fington 5. 

6. Lida Rose and Hill I Ever '1'e11 You··Barbara Cook 
.. { . 
8. 

9. 

Gary, Indi.ana 

'l'nl 'l'here vIas You 

Finale 

Eddie Hodges 

B. Cook, R. Preston 

Ent:i re COl::perIY 



SKYLAB r<!USIC CASSETTES 

C
2 ~ 

Cassette 32 - Side 1 

II Irma La Douce" Original Cast 

l. Overture 

2. Valse Hilieu 

3. Sons of France 

4. The Bridge of Caulaincourt 

5. Our Language of Love 

6. She IS Got the Lot 

7. Dis-done, dis ... donc 

8. IJC Grisbi is le Root of Ie 
in 

9. The Wreck of a Hec 

Cassette 32 - Side 2 

"Irma La Doucet! (Continuation) 

l. 'l'hat I s a Crime 

2; From a Prison Cell 

3. Irma La Douce 

(Stereo) 

Evil 
r·1an 

Orchestra 

Cli ve Revi lIe I Eliz'abeth Sea.l 
George Irving, Fred Gwynne 

Elizabeth Seal, Keith Michell 

Elizabeth Seal , Keith Mi.chell 

George Irving, Company 

Elizabeth Seal, Company 

Clive Revile, Zack Matalon, 

Keith l,Jj chell 

Cli ~ Reville, Company 

Keith Ni che.ll, etc. 

Eli zabeth Seal, Company 

etc. 

4. There Is Only One Paris for 'llhat Kei th 1l,ichelJ, Company, 
Introducin8 the Freedom of the 
Seas and Artic Ballet 

5. 

6. 

But 

Christlaas Child 
Keith Michcll, Geo:cge Irving 

Company 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 33 - Side 1 

"West Side Story" Original Cast 

1- Prolog1,.1.e 

2. Jet Song 

3. Something's Coming 

4. The Dance at the Gym 

5. Maria 

6. Tonight 

7. America 

8. Cool 

9. One Hand, One heart 

Cassette 33 - Side 2 

"West Side Storyt! (Continuation) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

'l'onight 

The Rwnble 

I Feel Pretty 

Somewhere (Ballet) 

Gee, Officer Krupke! 

A Boy Ijjk8 'l'hat 
I Have a Love 

7. Finale 

i 

(Stereo) 

Orchestra 

The Jets 

Larry Kert 

Orchestra 

Larry Kent 

Larry Kent, Carol 

Chita Rivera 

Mickey Cali n , 'l'he 

Larry Kert, Carol 

Ensemble 

Orchestra 

Lawrence 

Jets 

Lawrence 

Carol Lawrence, ~,1arj lyn Cooper, 
etc. 

Reri Grist 

Eddie Roll, Grover Dale, 
'l'he Jets 

Carol Lawrence, Chi ta ill vera 
Carol Lm.rrence) Chi ta Rivera 



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 34 - Side 1 

!lGigi" Film Sound Track (Stereo) 

1. Overture 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

Thank Heaven for Little Girls 

It's a Bore 

The Parisians 

Waltz at Maxim's 
(She Is Not Thinging of 1vfe) 

The Night 'l'hey Invented Champagne 

I Remem'oer It "'lell 

Say a Pr&.yer For ~·~e Tonight 

Ilm Glad lim Not Young AnYIT!Ore 

Gigi 

~~urice Chevalier 

M. Chevalier, Louis Jourdan 

Leslie Caron 

Louis Jourdan 

Leslie Carow, Louis Jourdan 

M. Chevalier, Hermoine Gingold 

Leslie Caron 

Maurice Chevalier 

Louis Jourdan 

11. Finale: Thank Heaven For Little Girls-Maurice Chevalier 

Cassette 34 - Side 2 

"Tenderloin" Original Cast (Stereo) 

1. Overture 

2. Bless Thi'3 Land 

3. Little Old New York 

11. Dr. Brock 

5. Artifical FlowE'rs 

6. What IS In It For You 

7. Reform 

8. Tommy, 'l'ommy 

9. 'l'he Picture of HappinesB 

10. Dear Friend 

1l. rl'-he Anay of the Just 

Orchestra 

Choir 

Eileen Rodeers 

Maurice Evans 

Ron Husmann 

Maurice Evans 

Lee Bcet,er, Nancy Emeo 

Hynne Ki ller 

Ron Hw:;mann 

Hauriee :Evans 

I·fe.tll'icc Evans, Lanier Dg,yj s 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 35 - Side 

George Harrison 'All Things Must Pass" (Stereo) 
(Apple Jam)· 

l. Out of the Blue 

2. It's Johnny's Birthday 
3. Plug He In 

4. I Remembe:' Jeep 

5. Thanks For the Pepperoni 

Cassette 35 - Side 2 

George Harrison "All 'l'hings Must Pass" (Stereo) 
Part 1 

~ I'd Have You Anytime .1... 

2. My Sweet Lord 

3. Wah-Wah 

4. Isn't It a. Pity 

5. What Is Life 

6. If Not For You 

7. Behind That L~cked Door 

11:07 

0:49 
3:15 

6:59 
5 :·26 ~ 7 : :3 , 

~ 

2:50 

4:39 

5:35 
7:10 

4 :18 •. .If 
!~ :2'( y' 

./ ,~,lo1.-
3:01' ~:o~ 

'-;jo·· .. S '1 ,,' , 



Cassette 36 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Geo~'ge Ha.rrison nAlI Things Must Passll 
(Part 2) 

1. Beware of Darkness 

Apple Scruffs 

(Stereo) 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Ballad of Sir Frankie Crisp (Let It Roll) 

Awaiting on You All 

All Things Must Pass 

I Dig Love 

Art of Dying 

Isntt It a Pity 

Cassette 36 - Side 2 

Doug Kers}; T rrSpanish r.1oss 11 (Stereo) 

l. Cajun Joe ('1'he Bully of the Bayou) 

2. Fais Do Do 

3. Dans Ie. Louisianne 

lL Cajun Stripper 

5. Spanish Moss 

6. Orange Blossom Special 

7. My Uncle Abel 

8. Piroque 

9. Sw.:unp Rat 

10. Ilve Got Nine 

~--
3:47 
3:03 

3:47 
2:44 

3:46 

4:54 

3:35 
11: 46 



Cassette 37 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

1812 Overture - Eugene Ormandy, 
The Philadelphia Orchestra (Stereo) 

Playing time: 16:39 

Cassette 37 - Side 2 

Wellington's Victory - Eugene Ormandy, 
The Philadelphia Orchestra (Stereo) 

Playing time: 111 : 20 
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Cassette 38 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 p2 

Also Sprach Zarathustra - Zubin Mehta, 
Los Angeles Philharmonic (Stereo) 

Part 1 - Playing time: 17:40 

Cassette 38 ,.., Side 2 

Also Sprach Zarathustra - Zubin Nehta, 
Los Angeles Philharmonic (Stereo) 

Part 2 - Playing time: 15:15 
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SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 39 - Side 1 

Dance Suit - George S01ti 
London Symphony Orchestra (Stereo) 

1. Glinka: RussIan and Ludmilla - Overture 

2. Mussorgsky: Khovanshchina - Prelude 

3. Mussorgsky: Night on the Bare Mountain 

Cassette 39 ~ Side 2 

Borodin: Prince Igor (Stereo) 

l. 

2.. 

Oyert"lu'e 

Polovtsian Dances 

4:50 
4:55 

11:00 

10 :~O 

13:35 

--



Cassette 40 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

B~la Bartok: Piano Concerto No. 3 - Istvan Kertesz, 
London Symphony Orchestra (Stereo) 

1. Al1egret to 

2. 

3. 

Adagio religioso 

Allegro vivace 

Cassette l~ - Side 2 

Ravel: Piano Concerto in G Najor (Stereo) 

l. 

2. 

3. 

Allegramente 

Adagio assai 

Presto 

7:05 

18:45 

7:55 

10~20 

4:05 



SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 41 - Sid~ 1 

Bach Musical Offering Karl MUnchinger, 
The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra (Stereo) 

Ricercare a 3 

Canons 

l. Canon perpetuus 

2. Canon a 2 Violini in unisono 

3. Canon a 2 per motum contrario 

4. Canon a 2 per augmentationcm, 

5. Canon a 2 per tonos 

6. Canon a 2 

7. Canon a 2 qua.erendo invenietis 

8. Canon per petuus 

9. Canon a 4 
10. Fusa Canonica 

Playing time: 

Cassette 41 - Side 2 

" 

motu 

contrario motu 

(vith inversion) 

Approx. 25:00 

Ba.ch Nusica.l Offering - Karl l.'Jlllchinger, 
'l'he Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra (Stereo) 

1. Trio - Sonata. 
Largo - Allegro - Andante - Allegro 

2. Ricercare a 6 

Playins tillle: Approx. 25:00 



Cassette 42 - Side 1 

SKYI.AB NUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Trumpet Concertos by Hummel and L. Nozart 
Bassoon Concertos by Vi va,ldi and Weber 
L'Orchestre De La. Suisse Rortande -

Erllcst i4-.sermet, Conducting (Stereo) 

1. Vavaldi: Bassoon Concerto in A Hinor 

1. Allegro ~olto 

2. Andante ~olto 

3. Allegro 

2. Weber: Bassoon Concerto in F', Opus '(5 

1. AllcO'o Ii;a non trolJpo 

2. Adagio 

3. Rondo - Allegro 

Cassette 42 - Side 2 

'Il'U1~.pCt Concertos by HW:J,~e1 and L. Nozart 
Bassoon Concertos by Vi valoi and "'ieber 
L' Orchcstre De La Suisse Ro;u-inde .. 

Erncs t AnserIi;et, Conducting (Stc~'eo) 

1. HurrJr-c1: 'l'rumpc L Concerto in E F'lat 

1. Allegro con spirito 

2. Andante - Rondo: Allrgro 

2. Leopold r,!ozart:. Trw"pet Concerto in D 

1. Ad&gio - Allegro ~oderato 

4: 11• 

2:42 

3:38 

9:00 

It : l~ 3 

4 :53 

'(: 50 



SKYLAB HUSIC CASSr..'Tl'ES 

C2 F2 

Cassette 43 - Side 1 

Ai Hirt "Trumpet and Strings" (Stereo) 

l. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

Stranger in Paradise 

Poor But terfly 

Fools Rush In 

Sleepy Lagoon 

As Time Goes By 

East of the Sun (And. WCf;t of the ~Joon) 

Sleepless Hours 

'l'ruc Love 

I'll licver Smile Aeain 

I Cried Fo:r You 

How Deep Is the Ocean (How H"igh Is the Sky) 

Cassette 43 - Side 2 

Bobby GoJdsboro ft\~atcldnr. Scotty Grow" (Sterc-o) 

1. Ny Goel and I 

2. For the Very First 'l'iJ;:e 

3. Heaven Here On ~nrth 

11. Mhry Jackson 

5. About 'l'ir::e 

6. Down On the Bayou 

'(. Hater Color Day.s 

8. It's Gonna CbaXlf,c 

9. Watdllne Scotty GrO'd 

10. Requiem 

2:43 

2:25 

2:31 

2. :119 

2:46 

?:58 
2.: 113 

2:55 

2:55 
2.: 12 

2: 118 

(, 

2:53 

3: III 

3:38 

2:20 

2:59 
2. :5 i! 

?: 115 

2:111 

2:28 

2:32 

?<-i' ,"t' ~ 
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Cassette 44 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Viotti: Violin Concerto Ho. 3 in A Minor (Stereo) 
Boccherini: Symphony in C Minor 

Giuseppe Prencipe 
Orchestra Rossini D. Napoli, Franco Caracciolo, Conductor 

Viotti: Violin Concerto No.3 in A Hinor 
(Cadenzas by Giuseppe Precipe) 

1. Haestoso 

2. Adagio 

3. Rondeau 

Cassette 44 - Side 2 

Boccherini: Symphony in C Minor (Stereo) 

11:00 

4:50 

6:35 

1. Allegro assni vivo 6:15 

2. Pastorale, Lentarello 3:50 

3. Menuctto, Allegro 2:50 

4. Finale, Allegro 3:00 



Cassette 45 - Side 1 
I 

SKYLAB HUSIC CASSET'l'ES 

C2 F2 

Bartok - Bluebeard's Castle, Christa Ludwig & Walter Berry 
jbe London S~nphony Orchestra 
Istvan Kertesz, Conductins (Stereo) 

Part 1 - Playing time: 29:00 

Cassette 45 - Side 2 

(Continuatio!1) 

Part 2 - Playing time: 30:05 
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Cassette 46 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Bach - Die Kunst Der Fuge (The Art of the Fugue) (Stereo) 
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra, Karl MUnchinger, Conducting 

Number 1 

Number 2 

Number 3 

Number 4 
Nwnber 5 
Number 6 

Cassette 46 - Side 2 

(Continuation) 

Number 7 

Nu.mber 8 

Number 9 

NUlnber 10 

Numbe:~ 11 

4:15 
2:50 

4:10 

3:25 

5:00 

3:35 

2:50 

6:10 

2:35 

4 : !~5 

7:10 
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Cassette 47 - Side 1 

SKYLAB MUSIC CASSETTES 

C2 F2 

Bach - Die Kunst Der Fuge (The Art of the Fugue) (Stereo) 
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra, Karl MUnchinger, Conducting 

Number 15 

Number 17 

Number 16 

Nwnber 14a 

Number 13a 

Number 13b 

Number 19a 

Nwnber 19b 

Cassette 47 - Side 2 

(Continuation) 

Number 12a 

Nwnber 12b 

Number 18 Chorale 

2:40 

2:40 

3:55 

4:45 

2:30 

2:30 

2:35 

2:35 

3:15 

3:05 

ll~ :25 
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APOLLO 12 MISSION COMMENTARY, 11/24/69, CST 1640 

SPEAKER 
NIXON 

Stand by. 
Hello. 

CREW Hello, Sir. 
NIXON Commander, are you all three on. 
CREW Yes, sir. 
NIXON Well, I am just delighted to have this 

opportunity to welcome you back and I only wish that I could 

76'2/2 

be out there for the splashdown. I can assure you that millions 
here in the United States and around the world were watching 
and I am just tremendously proud, personally and speaking 
also representing the Ame~ican people of what you've done. 
As you know, before you took off, we talked on the phone 
that night and I invited you and your wives to come to the 
White House for dinner and I just want to be sure you can 
make that date? 

CONRAD Yes, sir, we'll be there. 
NIXON We'll expect to see you after you get 

out of quarantine. Now, there's one other thing I think I 
should tell you that I notice that you've been responsible 
for several firsts. You weren't the first on the moon, but 
you, I think, Commander Conrad, you were the first to sing 
from the moon. Righ t? 

CONRAD I guess, so, Sir. 
NIXON That's right and, also, we've had the 

first moonquake as a result of your flight and the first press 
conference from outer space. Now, after all of those firsts. 
I think that the nation wants some recognition and I've been 
trying to think of what would be the best way to recognize 
you. And over these past ten days, I noticed Walter Cronkite 
and the other commentators are always referring to you as 
Commander Conrad, Commander Gordon and Commander Bean and 
I, exercising my perogative as Commander in Chief of the 
Arm~d Forces have decided that you should be promoted and 
that from this day forth, you shall be Captain Conrad and 
Captain Gordon and Captain Bean. Congratulations. 

CONRAD Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you 
very much, Sir. 

NIXON 
CREW 

there. Thank you 
MQF 
HORNET 

We look forward to seeing you. 
Yes, Sir, we look forward to being 

very much, Sir. 
Hello, Hornet, MQF. 
Go ahead. 
Roger, would you stand by for Dr. Paine 

please, who would like to speak with the astronauts. 

• 7$' 2 n .. TOf f, ¥W r- n-·-wm~Y.~fi'''Rr7WnCtt'' 



APOLLO 12 MISSION COMMENTARY, 11/24/69, CST 1640 762/3 

by. 

on. 

HORNET 

SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 
Give him a 
HO RNET 

Roger. This is Hornet MQF standing 

Roger. Putting him up now. 
Hornet l1QF, this is (garble) Dr. Paine> 

call, over. 
Sir, Commander Conrad on, and Commander 

Gordon. 
PAINE Righ t. Pete. 
CONRAD Yes sir. 
PAINE How you doing? 
CONRAD Just fine, sir. 
PAINE Say you look real good. 
CONRAD Yeah, everybody - everybody's in good 

shape. Al got wacked with the camera when we hit down, other
wise everybody is just fine. 

GORDON Doctor, we're supposed to be in good 
shape, we just came off a 10 day's vacation. 

PAINE Now yuu know they got the new mot to 
now - Fly with NASA, we get you there and get you back on 
time. 

CONRAD That's correct. We go in any kind of 
weather or anywhere. 

PAINE Say, we're all real pleased about your 
promotions. Congradulations. 

CONRAD Thank you very much, sir. 
PAINE That's a wonderful thing for a president 

to do. 
CONRAD Yes sir. 
PAINE I won't hang on the line now because 

I know you want to talk tv your families, but I certainly 
Mant to appreciate the - I want to send the appreciation of 
all of us here at NASA for the tremendous job that you djd 
for all of us. And the scientists are extremely excited 
about the results that are coming back, looking forward to 
getting at that 90 pounds of samples you brought. And every
one of us is just tickled to death with that magnificant job 
you did. So thanks a lot fellows. 

CONRAD Well) we enjoyed it sir. It was our 
pleasure. 

Thank Y0U, Dr. Paine. CONRAD 
GORDON We sure did. We were proud to repre

sent the country and the moon, believe me. 
PAINE Bye, we all look forward to seeing 

you out in Houston in a few days. Have a good Thanksgiving. 

END OF TAPE 
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